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The famous Vienna Choir Boys
sing their way through BG

University student relives
night of terror
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BRIEFLY
Campus
A 'chaotic' play:

"Girl's Guide to Chaos,"
Cynthia Heimel's lighthearted play about the difficulties of being a woman in
the post-modern world
opens at the Joe E. Brown
Theatre tonight at 8. The
play also will be staged Dec.
6-8 at 8 p.m. and Dec. 9 at 2
p.m. For ticket information
call 372-2719.

People
Madonna video on TV:

Madonna, a master at
making videos that generate almost as much controversy as they do record
sales, wants to know why
violence is acceptable for
television and steamy sex
scenes are not.
Madonna appeared on
ABC-TV's "Nightline"
early Tuesday in an interview just after the news
program aired her too-hotfor-MTV video "Justify My
Love" in its entirety.
The video, rejected by
MTV last week, features the
bra-and-garter-belt-clad
singer in an encounter with
a lover, played by her reallife boyfriend, Tony Ward,
in a Paris hotel.
The video is intended to
portray the couple's fantasies, which run to bisexuality, voyeurism, group sex,
cross-dressing and mild sadomasochism.
She told interviewer
Forrest Sawyer via satellite
from Los Angeles that the
video — with its chains,
black leather and crucifixes
— was about "honesty...
and the celebration of sex.
There's nothing wrong with
that."
But she said she thought
there was a double standard
at work on television. "Why
are we willing to deal with
the reality of violence and
sexism and why aren't we
willing to deal with sexuality?" she asked.
Storm front stops Joel:

What does an internationally known performer do
when stranded by a snowstorm?
"Absolutely nothing,"
said Billy Joel. "They shut
down the city."
Joel and IS members of
his entourage were to take a
charter flight out of Iowa's
capital city Sunday night
after concerts at Iowa State
University at Ames.
Iowa's biggest snowstorm
in more than five years
struck as the "Storm
Front" tour was winding
down. Joel and his entourage had their plans disrupted for a rare three-day
break in their 15-month,
five-continent tour.
Joel left for New York on
Monday night. His tour resumes Thursday in Indianapolis.

Weather
Cloudy and cold:

Today, variable cloudiness and cold. High in the
lower 30s.
Northwest
winds 10
to20mph
becoming
southwest. Tonight,
cloudy.
Low in the
mid 20s.
Thursday, partly cloudy
and warmer. High in the
lower 40s.
compiled from local and
wire reports
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Wolverines hand Falcon women
fomen'sM
basketball first loss of the
year
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Debates hindering BG senate action
PRJ resolution postponed for second time
over what senator calls 'ambiguous wording' Recurring problem tables plan
by Jennifer Taday and Jeremy S. Weber
After much debate during Faculty Senate Tuesday concerning the wording of an amended People
for Racial Justice Committee Resolution, the proposal was tabled for a second time.
This resolution was an attempt to clarify affirmative action policies at the University, said senator Richard Ward.
However, senators decided to table the resolution with a vote of 37 to 17 over what senator Ann
Marie Lancaster called "ambiguous wording."
Clifford Brooks, PRJ co-chairperson, said he
was upset the resolution was again tabled after
much discussion.
"I'm concerned about people who are voicing a
desire for ethnic diversity, but voice opposition to
all sorts of things which result in ethnic diversity,"
he said.
Senator Genevieve Stang said she agrees the
University needs a maximized diverse representation and is not speaking against the resolution, but she said she does have reservations.

"A serious concern exists about initiatives which
have taken place and result in reverse discrimination in our department," she said. "Equality for
all, not just for a single group of people."
Action should not be taken which promote equality for one group and lead to discrimination
against another, she added.
Much of the debate centered on a section in the
policy which required faculty and administrators
to give hiring preference to minorities "when a
pool of qualified candidates (who meet or exceed
minimum requirements) is acquired."
Senators debated whether the minimum requirements clause would mean some minorities
would be hired despite potentially being less qualified.
Ward said individuals are grouped into a pool
after considering qualifications and "whether
comfortable with it or not, preference is given to
minorities."
C See Faculty, page 4.

by Jennifer Taday and Jeremy S. Weber
staff writers

A 90-minute debate over a resolution Tuesday has Kevin Coughlin
and several other faculty senators frustrated over lengthy discussions
which prevent the senate from taking action on issues.
The senate debated a previously tabled affirmative action resolution for much of the senate's two-hour meeting. The debate did not
help senate members take action, as they again tabled the resolution.
Faculty Senate Chairperson Harold Lunde attempted to implement
a time limit on discussion, but senate members voted it down.
The resulting debate centered on what senator Ann Marie I^ancaster called "ambiguities" in the resolution's wording.
Near the end of the debate, senator Kevin Coughlin said he was frustrated by debates over specifics in the resolution.
Coughlin said grammar of a bill should be worked out when a bill
reaches the floor.
"Why do we let debate over grammar come to the floor and let issues get stuck in the mud?" he said.
Several senators disagreed with Coughlin's statement. One senator
remarked, "somebody shoot this kid."
Coughlin responded by saying he would rather be shot than sit in on
lengthy debate sessions next semester.
See Debate, page 5.

Task force
urges help
for area's
homeless
by John Kohlstrand
city editor

Starting local homeless shelters or rent-subsidy programs
and recruiting volunteer help are
the two effective ways to fight
homelessness in Wood County, a
homeless activst coalition has
recommended.
The Homeless Task Group, recently formed to fight this social
issue, also discussed other ideas
at the First Methodist Church,
1506E.WoosterSt.
Some 272 persons sought homeless assistance from the county's
Department of Human Services
during the last fiscal year, which
shows the need for better homeless aid programs, Gay Malon of
the Department of Human Services said.
Wood County's homeless do not
fit into stereotypes, however,
they are a group which can be
identified.
"When we say homeless in
Wood County, as a rule they are
not living in their car or in the
street," Malon said. "The problem is they are bouncing
around."
Many of the county's homeless
are living with friends, relatives
or renting temporary lodging, she
said.
William Bode, Salvation Army
area coordinator, said transitional housing is a pressing
need in this county.
"You never really know what
the need is until you open a shelter," he said, remembering a
program he helped found in another area. "It's like a magnet —
when the shelter opened up within
weeks it was full.
Other officials pointed out that
more state funding is available
for rent-subsidy programs, so
this might be a better route to
take in preventing homelessness.
Options to fight local homelessness also include:
■ Church and community
groups involving themselves in
Eteracy programs;
■Financial help, such as the
implementation of an "adopt a
family" program. United Christian Fellowship minister Bill
Thompson suggested this approach might work best in Wood
County's smaller communities,
where families are more closely
knit together;
■A homeless awareness newsletter for Wood County was generally agreed to have merit, but
some citizens said communican See Homeless, page 5.

■O News/Greg Horvath

Slippery Roads

Traffic was backed-up on southbound 1-75 yesterday about two miles north of Bowling Green after an accident Involving several
automobiles and two semi-tractor trailers. The driver of the |ack-k_nifed truck. Clyde Lochbaum of Circleville, O.. was uninjured. No
further details were available from the State Highway Patrol at press time.

Greenpeace speaker visits BG
by Greg Watson
staff writer
A representative from GreenKace visited the University
esday night —explaining to
more than 300 people the environmental group s goals to
protect and retain the planet.
"Our goals are in the name
[Greenpeace]," Christopher
Childs said. "We want to help

create a healthy and peaceful
planet."
Greenpeace goals include stopping the use of toxic chemicals,
nuclear weapons, and pesticides
and stopping U.S. companies
from selling pesticides to Third
World countries, Childs said.
Preservation of the Pacific
Ocean territory and the world's
forest areas and Antarctica and
saving the whales, seals, dolphins, sea turtles and other en-

dangered species are also top
priorities, Childs said.
"If anybody wants to summarize Greenpeace's ways of intervention, they can use four words:
'Be in the way,'" Childs said.
"We do not want to destroy things
but to create a vision of something better."
"Every human being has a vision in his heart and soul of what
this planet could be like," he added. "Everyone has a place,

everyone has a calling and
everyone has a vision. We are the
artists of this planet.''
Childs said Greenpeace has
successfully made people aware
of environmental problems now,
before the problems affect the
peoples' homes.
In 1971, 30,000 whales were
killed by hunters from 25 countries, Childs said.
D See Greenpeace, page 5.

Student reflects on unit's alert
by Wynne Everett
editorial director

The University will lose another student/citizen soldier to service with Operation Desert Shield today.
Junior Bob Whetstone will report with the
rest of the alerted 324th B Company Military
Police unit to Youngstown as part of Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney's call-up of
63,000 more National Guard members.
"I always thought there'd be a chance I'd
go. I took a chance when I enlisted and now I
have to do my job," said Whetstone, whose
unit was alerted Tuesday night they will
probably be activated within the next
several weeks and shipped to Saudi Arabia.
"Once you get put on alert, you pretty
much know you're going to Saudi Arabia,
he said.
His alert status requires Whetstone to be

no farther then 30 miles from his unit's base
in Youngstown. Once the 140-member group
is activated they will escort convoys, guard
ammunition and staff patrol checkpoints on
roads in Saudi Arabia.
Whetstone said he was ready to serve, but
hoped his unit would receive more training
before leaving for the Middle East.
"A few weekends can't prepare you," said
the four-year Guard member. "But I guess
nothing ever prepares you for war."
The medical technology major was forced
to pack last night and notify his instructors
before leaving today.
"I hope my professors understand," he
said, "what's really bad is that it's so late in
the semester, I'll have to start all over when
I get back."
Whetstone said leaving his girlfriend of a
year and his job as a Founders Quadrangle
resident adviser were also difficult.
"1*11 really miss the guys on my floor," he

said. "There are some real characters
here."
The MP said although he does not look
forward to leaving family and friends behind, he believes the U.S. presence in the
Middle East is necessary.
"We need to be there." he said. "We're
there for what we stana for — to fight for
peoples' freedom. We can't let this dictator
run all over the place."
The last-minute departure didn't leave
Whetstone time for many goodbyes, but the
guardsman said he wishes everyone well
and asked for their prayers and support.

"Instead of all this protesting, people
should support the troops who are over
there," he said. "People are trying to relive
the Sixties or something with all these
protests when they should be looking at
what's really happening."
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Editorial
Fire violation
merits penalty
lV/lklraK the crime dog tells us crime doesn't pay.
1YX But we wonder ifthis wonder puppy has ever
been to Bowling Green, the home of powerful, wealthy
landlords often willing to stick it to students relatively
ignorant of landlord-tenant laws.
Ward 1 Councilman Jim Davidson's recent call for
an investigation into fire code enforcement is well
overdue. We hope more effective procedures will result.
The News recently investigated the circumstances
surrounding a small student house fire last month, and
the results were predictable. Students complained
their landlord, Bill Violet, had no intention of installing
a smoke dectector in their home. Violet denied the
charges, blaming his tenants for removing the smoke
detectors.
His story was the same in 1987, after a fire caused
$8,000 in damage to one of his apartments after a
smoke detector Failed to go off.
"Ninety-nine percent of the detectors we put in don t
work because the tenants unhook them," Violet said in
a News article at the time. "You can warn them, but
young people are going to be young people. They figure 'it's never going to happen to me.
And in 1982, after a defective gas stove started a
blaze in a Manville Avenue building which lacked fire

extinguishers, Violet complained he was tired of replacing them only to be stolen or set off by vandals.
Our intent here is not to crucify Mr. Violet. Frankly
we don't buy his story or his characterization of University students as idiots, but the problem is more
than just one apartment owner. Student Legal Services regularly receives complaints from students
about fire code violations in their apartments and
homes.
The point is that opportunities for mistreatment of
student-tenants abound here in Bowling Green. Despite the incidents we mentioned (almost certainly a
non-comprehensive list), Violet has never received a
citation from the city for fire code violations.
The owners of Winthrop Terrace Apartments were
not cited for improper storage of trash last summer
despite a blaze, ignited by a trash fire, which damaged
12 apartments at 467 S. Summit St.
And two men died a year ago in a fire in a Robert
Maurer-owned trailer which had no smoke detector,
according to Davidson.
As it stands, city policy gives all landlords a second
chance in the case of a fire code violation. That is, if a
violation is uncovered, the landlord is always given a
second chance to fix it before a citation is issued.
"The idea is not to put people in jail, the idea is to
make places safe," City Attorney Mike Marsh said,
asserting that landlords are not always aware of constantly-changing fire codes.
But it is a landlord's job to understand fire codes,
and as it stands there is little incentive for them to
comply.
They receive a new crop of legally unschooled students each year, and it pays for landlords to ignore fire

regulations because through ignorance, fear or a lack
of time students are often unwilling to push the issue.
Administration officials have claimed its policy of
endless second chances encourages compliance, but
we don't see how this can be. An occasional fine to a
group which so values money in the first place might
send a stronger message.
Hopefully a council subcommittee can come up with
fairer procedures. On the surface, it. seems that a
system of escalating fines for each landlord's violations would encourage stricter compliance.
But until better procedures are in place, the best
weapon student-tenants have in fighting landlord violations are themselves.
The Student Legal Services office, on the University
Union's third floor, is a good source for legal advice on
the rights and responsiblities of tenants and landlords.
Students who feel their landlord is violating codes
may also call the Bowling Green Fire Department
(352-3106) or the Wood County Health Department
(352-8402) and ask for an inspection of their rental unit.
Or call us. We are happy to investigate studentlandlord disagreements. Your experience may help
guide other students faced with the same situation.
Also, filing a suit in small claims court is always an
option. For a minimal fee, students may have an informal hearing on the issue. If the landlord loses, he or
she may be required to pay the filing fee.
Students may also organize, or work through existing student organizations, to fight against widespread
landlord practices or unfair policies.
Not all landlords are unfair, and some are quite understanding. We recognize this. But it must be made
clear to all landlords that crime should not pay.

Letters
Student says fetus not 'a blob of tissue'
Editor, The News;
This is in response to a letter on the Nov. 15 issue of The BG News
which stated that women are given extensive counseling at abortion
clinics. I would like to make one thing clear. When a woman goes into
an abortion clinic, she is lied to about one of the most important factors in her decision — her child. At an abortion clinic, she is told that
what is inside of her is not a baby, but a blob of tissue or something
comparable to a blood clot. They lie. A blob of tissue does not have a
heartbeat at 21 days —a developing baby does. A blob of tissue does
not begin to form a backbone, spinal column, nervous system, arms,
legs and ears at 28 days — an unborn child does. At 35 days a blob of
tissue does not have fingers — a fetus (that is the Latin word for unborn child) does. A blob of tissue does not have a functioning liver at
six weeks or recordable brain waves at seven weeks — an unborn
child does. A human, in the womb, can respond to touch, suck its
thumb, swim and feel pain at eight weeks. Need I go on? Perhaps I
should. An unborn child can feel pain at eight weeks. Abortion clinics
advertise that they will do abortions at 17, 18, 20, even 24 weeks.
(That'ssix months.)
In an abortion, the baby is either literally torn apart or burned to
death. Yet some people feel a woman can choose to do this if she wants
to? No one has the right to do that to another living human being. No
one.

Peace Coalition dodging reality
So Tim Strauss, what are the
answers?
Students of the University have
heard all the alternatives from
you and your band of merry liberals tagged Peace Coalition. But
they don t solve anything in the
Middle East.
Or should we ask Rev. Bill
Thompson, the grand puppeteer
who pulls all the strings at United
Christian Fellowship or "Coalition Central?"
In any case, the University
community has been inundated
with Coalition propaganda describing how everything would be
so much better if American soldiers would gather up their
equipment and head home for the
holidays.
Let's examine this world that
Coalition members live in.
From signs and literature disSlayed at Thursday's rally, Coalion has three fundamental beliefs — George Bush wants to let
thousands of American soldiers
die for oil, Americans are racist
because they are concerned
about Arab affairs and the United
States is the perpetrater of everything bad in the world by intervening in a gross act of aggres-

5:15

sion. Ludicrous.
According to Coalition, the
United States should become isolationist. By doing so, they
think(?) Saddam will quietly retreat back to Baghdad and play a
couple rounds of golf to keep
busy.

Cod and
Man at
Bowline
Green
by
Scott
Geringer
Well, let's say he instead decides to tip-toe across the Saudi
border and absorb that country
as he did Kuwait. The world's
source of oil is now in the hands of
a man who doesn't take kindly to
the United States. Coalition then

claims an alternative fuel source
will make everything better.
But what if Saddam gets restless and decides those mouthy Israelis are in need of a statement
of power. A couple of chemical
weapons and nuclear warheads
later, Saddam occupies Israel
and starts executing Jews in the
name of Islam.
The defenseless Middle East
countries are falling like flies,
Saddam is in control of a nuclear
arsenal, and Iraq is the manipulator of the world economy,
bringing Japan, Germany, and
the United States to its capitalist
knees. In this scenario, it seems
the U.S. build-up is preventing
war.
Stop playing these simpleton
games, Tim. When you solve the
complex question of world stability by a simple answer of "alternative fuel" people become blind
to the real issues. Bush is playing
the same game by touting the
"naked aggression ' line. So let's
cut out the ideological extremes
and address the real issues.
Try tackling some of these
questions. Tell us how we can restore stability in the Persian Gulf.
Tell us how we can give Kuwait

back to its people and appease
Saddam Hussein at the same
time — it will not happen on its
own. You're upset about the
United States playing cop all over
the world. Tell us what country
was ready to initate operation
Desert Shield if not our country.
Everyone on this campus wants
peace, but U.S. leadership cannot
afford to be naive. Too much is at
stake.
The University community applauds your resolve to send a
peace message to our government. But the message was
already there long before you
started to parade up and down
East Wooster.
The statements you are making
are much too simple — the answers are too easy. Expand the
question. When do we draw the
line on human rights violations?
When do we draw the line on aggressor nations? When do we
draw the line when the American
way of life is threatened?
You don't have the answers do
you?
Your time and energy would be
better spent addressing these
challenging questions then pretending they don't exist.

If anyone doubts the accuracy of the facts of child development in
this letter, please go to the library — take out ANY book on human development, prenatal development or fetal development and read it.
The facts are there.
Stacey Brocco

Coughlin record withstands attacks
Editor, BGNews;
I feel the need to respond to the letter by Ms. Sara Parish in which
she attempts to trash Undergraduate Student Government President
Kevin Coughlin. It is very easy for me, and surely all University students, to see right through her letter. It is obvious where the letter
came from, and I can only appropriately respond by saying that Kevin
could wipe the Union floors with Ms. Parish and her College Democrat
clubbies. They talk a much better game than they play. Her futile attempt to convince the University students that Kevin isn't sincere in
his efforts to better the University community is not only ludicrous,
but absurd. No one works harder for the students he represents then
Kevin Coughlin.
Bradley Dieckman,
freshman business major
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Viennese choir to visit BG
by .1.1 Thompson
staff writer

The University will get a glimpse at a European tradition when
the Vienna Choir Boys — well
known internationally for their
excellence — perform at Kobacker Hall at 8 p.m.
The choir, comprised of boys
eight to 14 years old, will perform
compositions from Benjamin
Britten, Gabriel Faure, George
Frederick Handel, as well as
several Viennese Christmas carols.
According to Martin Porter,
concert office director, it is an
honor for the University to host
the choir.

Defensive Strategy

BG News/Michelle Stone

Ryan Tlrk (lop), president ol the BGSU Karate Club, demonstrates how to use karate manuevers as selldefense against an attacker with a knlte (his assistant Shawn Lucas (bottom)) for an Intermediate karate class In Eppler Center. Tlrk's demonstration also Included sell-defense against clubs, guns, and
chains.

NASA repairs progressing
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — Columbia's astronauts
made major progress Tuesday in
repairing NASA's $150 million observatory after losing almost a
full day of precious star-gazing
time.
Mission specialist Robert Parker said Tuesday morning that all
three star trackers in the instrument pointing system finally appeared to be working well. One of
the trackers still had to be calibrated before observations could
begin using a fully automatic
pointing system, said flight director Bob Castle. But he said observations could be made without
the third tracker.
"We're really in business

now," said Castle.
By manually operating the
system, the astronauts were able
to look briefly at star clusters
Tuesday and a distant galaxy and
two stars Monday. NASA said up
to 10 percent of the shuttle mission's 230 planned observations
might have to be scrapped because of the earlier problems in
aligning three of the Astro observatory's four telescopes.
"What we just have to do is
make sure that we reallocate
what is left to the higher-priority
objects that have been lost," said
mission scientist Ted Gull. "Perhaps a low-priority object is going
to get pushed off the list as we
go.'

The 10-day mission, which began with liftoff early Sunday, was
already six months behind
schedule because of five launch
postponements, four of them
caused by hydrogen leaks in
Columbia and one by problems
with Astro.

Observatory repairs were delayed for a few hours Monday
when a computer aboard Columbia malfunctioned after a faulty
message was included in a series
of commands from Earth. After
the computer crash, one of the
three star trackers failed to return to operating condition,
NASA said.

"We are very fortunate to have
them," he said.
Since the choir had already
scheduled performances in the
Ohio region, the Festival Advisory Board — who is sponsoring the
event — was able to bring the
choir to the University.
"It worked out beautifully,"
Porter said. "The boys were
available and we were able to get
them."
Although the performance is
sold out, anyone interested can be
Eut on a waiting list by calling the
ax office.
The Vienna Choir Boys was established by imperial decree in
1498 and has since performed for
audiences around the world. The

choir is well-known internationally for its performing excellence
and several members are regarded as music masters.
The choir lastperformed at the
University in 1983.
The performance is part of the
Festival Series, a five concert series presented by the College of
Music in conjunction with other
committees, Porter said.
The festival — which consists of
one jazz, one dance and three
musical events — is the largest
series sponsored by the college in
terms of visiting artists, he said.
"It's our intention to bring the
greatest performing artists to
campus," ne said, "we have really top notch performances coming in."

Gift cheques help needy
American Express, Marines to donate toys to children
by Julie Potter

writer
Gift-givers who purchase American Express
Gift Cheques this Christmas also will be providing
a needy cnild with a gift.
American Express, in conjunction with the U.S.
Marine Corps Reserve "Toys For Tots" Program,
will donate a plush lion toy to a needy child for
every gift cheque sold now through Dec. 31.
This is the first time "The Most Thoughtful Gift"
program has been instituted with American Express' selling institutions, said Kevin Sullivan, a
representative from the company.
American Express Gift Cheques decided to become involved in the Toys For Tots Program because it is a unique organization which combines
heavy corporate support with a grassroots effort to
achieve goals, Sullivan said.
In addition, Sullivan said sales of gift cheques
are extremely high during the holidays, so "we
thought this would be a good thing to get involved
with." Gift cheques are available in $25, $50, and
$100 denominations, with a $2.50 service charge for

each purchase, he said.
An advantage of giving gift cheques rather than
cash is that they are universal gift certificates,
they can be cashed, and they are refundable if they
are lost or stolen. Sullivan said.
On Dec. 31 reported sales figures of the gift cheques will be gathered from all of the selling institutions and one toy will be distributed for each purchase, according to Sullivan.
"The toys earned from the sales of the gift cheques in Bowling Green will most likely be distributed in that town or in the general area of Bowling
Green," Sullivan said.
The Huntington Banks in Bowling Green are
participating in the gift cheque program, according to Marilyn Pepper, a representative of the
bank.
"We were automatically involved in the program because we sell the gift cheques at our institution," Pepper said.
"We don t normally sell a lot of the gift cheques
during the year but we're hoping to sell quite a few
so that a child who might not otherwise get a gift
this Christmas will be able to get one," she said.

PICK UP YOUR TICKET TODAY FOR HOME FALCON BASKETBALL SATURDAY!

Three new ways to survive college.

/'»■ Mtianlahllv

The Macintosh Clank

With Apple's introduction of three new
Macintosh* computers, meeting the challenges of college
life just got a whole lot easier. Because now, everybody
can afford a Macintosh.
The MWHIIPmiTSSW is our most affordable
model, yet it comes with everything you need-including
a hard disk drive.The null BD combines color
capabilities with affordability. And th'«4U8IMHlllfll is
perfect for students who need a computer with extra
power and expandability.
No matter which Macintosh you choose, you'll
have a computer that lightens your work load without

giving you another tough subject to learn. Every Macintosh
computer is easy to set up and even easier to master. And
when you've learned one program, you're well on your
way to learning them all. That's because thousands of
available programs all work in the SiSie, consistent manner.
You can even share information with someone who uses a
different type of computer-thanks to Apple's versatile
SuperDriver which reads from and writes to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple* II floppy disks.
See the new Macintosh computers for yourself,
and find out how surviving college just got a whole lot
easier.

i »d««Mi*i of An** Co<*i0u«r. re Suo^O-^ wa l*w oo-*» W M *>jr b*« it v*M*w»i <* Ana* Co**** . r
CINOtWiCo-WMIW'IfM.liiWIifO.m'Mc.MM
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For more information about how to
purchase a Macintosh computer
call Dave McCoy at 372-7724
for more information.
d The pc >wer u j be u >ur best"
0ip*—■.Cc-puW.-c
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US, USSR concerns addressed
by Jame* A. Tinker
managing editor

The previous competition between the two superpowers could
have been compared to a sibling
rivalry with the potential for Armageddon-like spats.
However, in the Cold War thaw,
the United States must refrain
from playing a "big brother"
role, attempting to lead the Soviet
Union to democracy and a free
market.
"The most desirable role we
could play would be one which allows the [Soviet] republics and
central government to work out

these problems for themselves,"
said Eton Rowney, history professor and internationally recognized Soviet affairs expert.
The United States frequently
interferes in the affairs of other
nations and interference in the
U.S.S.R. probably will be no exception, he said.
Rowney spoke in a panel discussion Tuesday night on changes
in the U.S.S.R. sponsored by the
International Relations Organization and the Russian Club.
"This [the Soviet Union] is a
society that has almost no experience at a national economic
level with what we are freely and
glibly referring to as 'the market

economy,'" he said.
In basically any endeavor, he
said, people learn from experience. The Soviets need to find
their own path without interference by the United States.
"If we offer aid [to the
U.S.S.R.] it should be with no
strings attached," Rowney said,
which would be goodwill and not
meddling.
"This is exactly what the Germans are doing," he said and
predicted this unconditional aid
will improve German-Soviet relations at a vital time.
The Soviets, should their peaceful revolution continue, will want
to develop stronger ties to other

European nations rather than
with the United States, he said.
Regional coalitions will be the
political structure of the future,
Rowney said. The United States
should continue to develop local
pacts such as trade agreements
with Canada and Mexico.
The ICBMs and other instruments of war the two superpowers have aimed at one another for years are becoming
meaningless expenditures.
Now, nations such as France,
Great Britain and Germany are
more on par with the United
States in terms of conventional
military strength.

D. C. program promotes job skills
the National Safe Kids Campaign (a nonthroughout a students stay in Washington.
While in D.C., most students live in the profit organization that works to lower the
Woodner apartments (provided by the number of preventable childhood injuries)
Washington Center) in northwest Washing- for 10 weeks. As a publications intern, Cuton. A 40-year-old complex with 1,100 units tway wrote for Campaign Update Newsletand more than 2,000 residents, the Woodner ter and Childhood Injury Prevention Quaris conveniently located near Washington's terly.
"The internship was definitely one of my
Metro system with a 24-hour security staff to
monitor the grounds.
best college experiences," Cutway said. "I
In the evening, interns attend one aca- met a lot of different people from a lot of
demic course a week covering topics rang- different places [and] I came back a lot
ing from Politics, Press and Public Opinion more focused ready to concentrate on my
and U.S. Environmental Policy to Socioeco- career. I would encourage anyone to go."
A second intern and senior political scinomic Development in the Third World, she
ence major, George Spicer, spent his sumsaid.
In addition, interns spend a half day of mer in the office of finance in the U.S. Deeach week enjoying the Washington Center's partment of the Treasury.
"Not only was it great socially ... it was
Afternoon Speaker Series featuring prominent national figures including attorney F. helpful as a learning experience. I had a
Lee Bailey, CBS News national correspon- chance to use what I learned in class in a
dent Bob Schieffer and U.S. Supreme Court real life situation."
Though program fees average out to about
Justice, Hon. William Rehnquist addressing
$3,000, the Washington Center offers scholimportant topics of the day.
Aside from the general Washington Center arships on the basis of financial need and
Internship Program, students may take ad- scholastic merit. Students with 15-week invantage of two special opportunities, the In- ternships are eligible for up to $2,000 in asdependent Sector Program or the Minority sistance while those with 10-week internLeaders Fellowship Program — each re- ships are eligible for $1,500.
Other aid also exists including career,
quires that the applicant have strong writing
school and state specific scholarships. Sixskills and demonstrated academic abilities.
Doreen Cutway, a junior journalism ty-three percent of students who applied for
major who was accepted into this summer's academic assistance in 1990 received
independent sector program, worked with awards.

by Andrea C. Tanner
writer

■O Nowi/Greg Horvath

Look out below

Nine-year-old Tom Cadosprh. a second grader at Ridge Elementary, didn't mind the cold, snowy weather Tuesday as he plays
on a slide during recess.

Though many think of Washington, D.C. as
a proving ground for up-and- coming politicians, it has also proven instrumental in the
lives of ambitious college students.
Home to a multitude of professional
movers and shakers, Washington also
houses the Washington Center for Internships, a program which provides more than
800 college students each year with internship opportunities in the nation's capitol, Sue
Young, coordinator of the program said.
The Office of Cooperative Education will
present an information session this afternoon at the 3:45 p.m. in the Ohio Suite on the
third floor of the University Union.
She said that with more than 2,000 internship placements to choose from, students
serve at sites like the U.S. Supreme Court,
the Smithsonian Institute, the National Coalition for the Homeless and USA Today,
during fall, spring, and summer terms.
Using a personalized tracking system,
Eirogram associates, hired by the Washingon Center, closely monitor the progress of
all program participants. Responsible for
everything from submitting intern credentials and setting up telephone interviews, to
placement counseling and on-site visits,
program associates serve as mentors

Faculty
□ Continued from page 1.

You've waited
long enough

This is an attempt to reverse
Senator Donald McQuarie said which would direct the University
past discrimination, he added.
he was uneasy with a section to give hiring preference to University graduates.

Lester Barber, executive assistant to the University president,
also said this phrase would not be
legal.

He said this would harm thencareer and limit new ideas and
teaching methods from being
presented to the University.

"I'm quite sure item number
two will put us in serious legal
difficulties," he said.

*•*

Bowl 'N' Greenery
All you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00

Xl

Aldus' PageMaker''
Education price $179
Now in stock

•
•
•
•

JHE

Answer
FACTORY

$3 99
$4.50

Soup 'n' Salad
Hot Entrees
Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
Choice of Beverage

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only lor on campus students

134 East Court Street
354-2110 / 352-DATA

Quantum 90 card accepted all day lor off campus students

HOWARD'S
SUNDAY

210 N. MAIN

MONDAY

TUESDAY

MANDATORY
MEETING
Wed., Dec 5
9:00 pm 116 BA

DESIGNATED DRIVER PART .CIPANT

JL

BGSU SKI
CLUB

Brooks said this resolution was
designed to strengthen the retention of minority students, which is
becoming more of a problem
each year.
Even though the University has
an excellent minority recruitment program, the competition
for obtaining good minority students is growing, he said.
"As a result, universities face
the problem of losing good minority students in graduation or the
lack of graduation," he said.
Brooks said many universities
have difficulties recruiting minority students. Many of these
students are accepted with "high
risk," so the University will have
to work harder to retain these
students, he said.

419 352-9951

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

!! ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS !!
ROUND II
Alumni Association Hinds arc available for
undergraduate students Interested In conducUng research projects

DECEMBER 1990

Further Information and Applications are available

HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON 'TIL 2:30AM &
SUNDAY 2 00 PM TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS
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from Research Services
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120 McFall Center - or call 372-7714
Deadline Is Monday, December 10,1990
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18-20
$2.00 cover
after 9:30

Mike Katon
Bond

21 and over

$1.00 cover
after 9:30
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Every Day
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Band
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27

Homewreckers
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l
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Glass City fill Stars
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YOU SHOULD]
BE CHECKING]
YOUR LIST
TWICE!
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
features
• CAMPUS SHUTTLE
• 9 & 12 month leases
• Furnished & Unfurnished
• 24 hour maintenance
• Air conditioning
• Gas for heating
and cooking included

352-9135
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Debate

Greenpeace
D Continued from page 1.
After pressure by Greenpeace,
only three counties — Japan,
Norway and Iceland — killed 500
whales. Childs said. Iceland
stopped whale hunting last year
after constant Greenpeace intervention, he added.
Greenpeace intervention
forced Starfish and other tuna
companies to use "dolphin-free
tuna when over 150,000 dolphins
died in tuna nets the previous
year, Childs said.
Because of Greenpeace, Childs
said some countries have agreed
to stop using nuclear weapons
above ground, some companies
have stopped dumping toxic
waste in rivers and lakes, and
people are more aware of the
ozone layer.
Recently, more than 2 million
people signed a petition for the
formation of a World Park Base
in the Antarctica, he added.
Greenpeace was formed in 1971
by Canadian environmentalists
protesting the United States' use
of nuclear weapons, he said.

The group thought their message would not be heard when
they failed the first time, but
when they returned to Vancouver, they found a growing
number of followers, Childs said.
While Greenpeace has been in
existence for 20 years, Childs said
the essence of the organization
has been around since one person
first asked another person to stop
destroying a part of the planet.
Childs said people have a confused image about Greenpeace,
especially people who think the
organization is a violent one.
For example, Greenpeace was
accused of sinking a ship and killing some people on board, but actually, Greenpeace's Rainbow
Warrior was sunk by French secret service agents and a Greenpeace photographer was killed.
This was the only time a person
with Greenpeace was killed during one of the groups activities,
Childs added.
"Greenpeace confronts, we
never destroy," Childs said.

"Anyone with the image of
Greenpeace destroying has been
misinformed."
Childs said group members are
not fearful of arrest when working for a cause, sighting an example when he was arrested in
1988 during a protest rally when
he plugged a pipe emitting toxic
waste in the Great Lakes.
United States citizens are the
biggest supporters of the group,
with more than 2.5 million regular contributors. There are four
million regular contributors
worldwide, Childs said.

Continued from page 1.
Senator Elliot Blinn said
Coughlin's comments were typical of frustrated senate members.
"The problem was the issues
are fairly broad and it's hard to
get a handle on them," he said. "I
wasn't quite sure where the discussion was leading today."
Senator Steven Lab also said
today's discussion was more intense than normal due to the
complex nature of the resolution.
1 .mule agreed, saying Coughlin
does not realize the issues discussed are more than conflict in
grammar choices.
"The resolutions are complex
and each one affects some policy
implementation," Lunde said.
However, Coughlin said Tuesday's debate was typical of the
senate, and not merely a result of
the issues involved in this resolution.
"A reoccurring theme which

There are now 300 staff members in the United States and 600
worldwide, he added.
Childs gives Greenpeace lectures in colleges around the
United States and is involved with
protest movements.
The only involvement he had
with the environment before joining Greenpeace was in an acid
rain protest with the Appalachian Homeless
Mountain Club.
: Continued from page 1.
tions could be made through the
established media just as easily;
■Pushing for more affordable
housing. This would include negotiation with landlords and churches for special cut rates and
lobbying at the federal level.
A meeting will be scheduled in
January to plan how to put these
in the crash.
The theory of ice on the wings is
"preposterous," said L.T. Filotas, a Canadian aeronautical engineer who served on the investigating panel and dissented
from the majority's finding.
Filotas said the five-member
majority of the Canadian board
refused to set aside the ice theory
long enough to investigate other
possibilities.
Tallon and others suggest the
Elane might have been blown up
y terrorists in connection with
the Iran-Contra affair. The Reagan administration authorized a
shipment of Hawk missiles to
Iran less than three weeks before
the plane crashed.

U.S., Canada suppressed
crash evidence, panel told
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
U.S. and Canadian governments
bungled the probe of a crash that
killed 256 American servicemen
and may be concealing a possible
terrorist connection, a congressional panel was told Tuesday.
Rep. Robin Tallon, D-S.C, told
the House Judiciary subcommittee on crime that federal agencies appear to be guilty of "ineptness or the best-contrived coverup ... ever" in the Dec. 12, 1985,
crash in Gander, Newfoundland.
The DC-8 carrying U.S.
peacekeeping troops home from
the Middle East crashed less than
30 seconds after takeoff.
"Incredibly, no U.S. government agency, or at least none
with official responsibility, demonstrated any determination to
find out just what caused the
crash," said subcommittee
Chairman William Hughes,
D-N.J.
"The National Transportation
Safety Board, and other agencies
of the U.S. government, cnose to
sit back and watch as the Canadian efforts became embroiled in
controversy," Hughes said. "The
NTSB routinely rubber-stamped
the Canadian findings."
The Canadian investigation attributed the probable cause of the
crash to ice on the wings of the
chartered military jet.
A subcommittee staff report
that formed the basis for Tues-

day's hearing said there was no
evidence that either the United
States or Canada had seriously
investigated possible terrorism.
Eyewitnesses say they saw a
bright orange object in the sky at
the time of the crash, suggesting
the plane was on fire.
An anonymous caller later said
that Islamic Jihad, a pro-Iranian
terrorist group, had put a bomb
on the plane.
"When a terrorist organization
took credit for this abomination,
why was this claim not investigated and a report made to
the American people?" asked retired Army Col. Lewis Millett.
Millett, a Medal of Honor winner, wiped his eyes as he spoke of
his son, a soldier in the Army's
101st Airborne Division who died

recommendations into action,
said Thomas Beckett, task force
chairman.
But even as 35 concerned citizens sat in the warm church hall
discussing what to do, local citizens are nearly living in the
streets, said Bowling Green resident Kevin Wehner.

Two acquaintances are living
with friends with no means of
supporting themselves, Wehner
said.
"They fell through the cracks,"
he said.
Reach Out, a student social
service organization, presented
their services to the coalition.

This was the second straight
meeting Lunde has attempted to
set a time limit. The senate approved the last limit, but decided
against this one, again after some
debate.
The decision to table the resolution was a 37 to 17, with nine
members abstaining. However,
immdiately after the resolution
was tabled, senator Richard
Ward proposed the senate reconsider the decision, and another
short debate followed.

The length of the debate prevented the senate from hearing
committee reports, discussing a
survey of University faculty
At one point in the meeting, the members, and limited time for
debate got so intense that three voicing issues and concerns.
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American Red Cross

is recyclable!

G See lungled, page 6.

ATTENTION:
Nontraditional students!
(25 yean of age or older)
Book scholarships through the Cormier Pallister
scholarship fund will be available to qualified
nontraditional students for Spring Semester, 1991.
For an application, contact Adult Learner Services.
Continuing Education, 372-8181.

woodland moll/BGSU

Application Deadline is December 17, 1990

SHOPPING DAY
Saturday, December 8

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00-4:30

Monday-Friday

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
9 month -12 month leases
Features
FOX RUN - MERCER RD.
1 & 2 bedroom - 1 Vi oaths
HAVEN HOUSE - E. WOOSTER
Furnishea - wall to wall carpet
PIEDMONT - 8th & HIGH ST.
Extra large closets - linen closet
BIRCH WOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
Gas heat and cooking
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN Laundry areas in each building
6th & 7th
Patio area - grills available
MINI MALL - S. MAIN
Sound-conOitioned interior
All residents will have membership privileges to Cherrywood Health Spa
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senators attempted to alleviate
tension by playfully hitting each
other with their hats.

+

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '91 WITH

Phone 352-9378

comes up in Faculty Senate is
where do our bills go and what
will be the result, he added.
"This is a general perception of
Faculty Senate."
Coughlin also said he believed
many of the senators were reading the legislation for the first
time and throwing inputs into the
debate which were not necessarily useful.
"The legislation is mailed to all
of the senators prior to the meeting and the bills are also discussed by their committees and
sponsors," he said.
Although Coughlin was the only
senator to openly voice opposition
to the length of the debate,
several members made off-thecuff remarks about the debate,
and some displayed their frustration.

FALL CONCERT
DECEMBER 9, 1990
4:30 P.M.
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Let the Woodland Mall be your Christmas shopping headquarters!
The BGSU / Woodland Mall Shopping Day offers you many in-store
specials, raffle prizes, transportation to and from the mall plus fun
and entertainment throughout the day!

Buy a $1.00 raffle
ticket from any
Pi Sigma Epsilon
member and get a
chance to win:

Fashion Show
12:30 p.m.
Sponsored by
Fashion Bug /
Fashion Bug Plus

Prizes:
1. VCR - donated by Woodland Mall
Merchants Assoc
2. Phone answering Machine
3. 2 Telephones - donated by
Dave Hill, manager of Radio Shack
4. Clock Radio
5. 10.00 Gifl Certificate from Pets Plus
6. $10.00 Gift Certificate from Dollar Tree
7. 2 - $20.00 Gifl Certificates from Hills
Drawing at 4p.m.
need not be present to win.

Free Shuttle Bus
Transportation to
and from the mall.
10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Departs from
Union Oval

93-Q "Food For A Friend" promolion
1 - 4 p.m.
Bring canned goods to feed area needy
-PLUSMason & Diane, the "Party Tracker,"
jSqueezies and other station promotions.

'V.Vv,
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L
H
HA WITH
L SPECIAL
E L GUESTS
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MESSENGERS OF JOY
CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM (UNION)
DONATION $1.00 AT THE DOOR

Sponsored by: Pi Sigma Epsilon and (he Woodland Mall Merchants Association
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Student remembers a night to forget
by Jill Novak
new* editor

Editor's Note: Student names
have been changed to protect
their true identities.
It was a Thursday night in
December — the last day of sophomore Kelly's exams.
After three shots of tequila,
'xxiging a beer, and drinking one
< >r two more at an off-campus
party, she was ready to hit the
... Something was the matter,
Kelly thought, when she awoke
the next morning. She was in bed,
but not the one she normally slept
In.
And when her mother came to
her bedside, asking if she remembered what had happened
the night before, Kelly felt a foreboding fear.
Kelly did not know why she was
at home, 30 minutes from Bowling Green. The last thing she did
remember was wanting to leave a
party to go to the bars.
What she did not realize was
that she actually attempted to
drive to a bar in Findlay, and
blacked out. And, she did not remember her DUI or her experience in the police holding cell
where she stayed Thursday night.
The other thing Kelly had absolutely no recollection of was driving through a lawn and hitting
two huge bushes which totalled
her car.
Kelly's story is one many students find unbelievable, but also
one which some students can relate to. It is also a story Kelly
hopes others will learn from,
since it has had a major effect on
her life.
Kelly began drinking that
Thursday night with one thing in
mind: she wanted to get drunk.
She was finished with exams, she
was finally free of the two weeks
of stress build-up, and vacation
was beginning.
"I was very happy exams were
over — I was in a mood to drink,"
she said.
After doing the three shots of
tequila and drinking several
beers, Kelly said she realized she
had had enough to drink. On her

5'1", 106-pound frame, her alcohol content was probably about
.17, well past the point of legal intoxication.
She consumed all of this alcohol
in a period of about two hours.
"I was drunk ... I know that.
But, I had driven drunk before."
However, she later said, "Well,
I guess I didn't think I was drunk.
I just thought I had a good buzz
and I was happy."
The last "nappy" moment she
remembers before blacking out is
asking her friend to go with her to
a bar outside of Bowling Green,
and getting on the entrance ramp
to 1-75.

"I was very happy
exams were over — I
was in a mood to
drink."
Kelly
The rest of her story is taken
Surely from what her friend
haron told her, and also from the
police and the police report.
Kelly persuaded Sharon to go to
the bar, but got off at the wrong
exit.
"I don't know why I got off
there," she said.
Sharon did persuade Kelly to
let her drive, and Kelly pulled
over.
"Sharon wanted to drive, so I
pulled into the truck stop. But I
guess I slowed down and speeded
up and left, and then started
laughing," she said.
Finally after Kelly got off at an
exit to let Sharon drive, she lost
control of the car.
"It wasn't a real hard hit," Kelly said of her crash into the yard.
And, the two girls were lucky.
She and Sharon escaped from
the accident without a bruise on
their bodies.
The police were at the scene 10
minutes later. Kelly gave them
her charge card instead of license. She fell backward when
trying to touch her nose. Kelly
had to be carried into the police
car. She was then put into a holding cell where she threw up and

lie. The social, environmental
and biological aspects must be
looked at, because they are a lot
of things to consider when diagnosing [alcoholism]," she said.
Kelly was diagnosed as probably not being an alcoholic nor a
problem drinker after going
through a program by the Alcohol
and Traffic Safety Institute in
Findlay after getting her DUI.

"[The people who diagnosed
me] did not feel I had a problem
— they thought it was more of an
isolated thing," she said.
This diagnosis was based on
four different questionnaires,
interviews and background history of each individual.
Kelly said she was extremely
glad of the diagnosis since she
was worried about herself before
she went.
"I thought after [the accident
and DUI] I might be an alcoholic
or I might be becoming one," she
said.
She said her experience at the
two day program — which she
went to in place of spending seven
days in jail — was very effective
and helped her learn about the
myths and facts of alcoholism
and alcohol abuse.
The program was probably the
most helpful experience which
arose from her DUI, she said.
"They gave more facts, gave
good lectures, had former alcoholics and drug addicts there, and
talked about very interesting
things," she said.
Before she attended ATSE, Kelly said she still had a fear she
would at some point in her life
drink and drive again, but the
classes and workshop enabled
her to conquer this fear.
According to Daley, one-time
workshops such as ATSE are
helpful, but are not an ultimate
answer to alcohol education.
"[The programs] at least plant
a seed," she said.
Brenda Page, community support services coordinator for
Wood County, said "most students have a good positive attitude to ATSE programs and the
programs make them more
aware."
Page noted the programs are
"definitely more effective than
jail, since they provide some education."
The number of people in Wood
County getting DUIs is definitely
on the rise, Page said, and the
number of people taking classes
has steadily increased during the
last several years.
This could be attributed to the
fact that "police are more
aware" and know how to spot

In retaliation, terrorists might FBI that the Egyptian Army
have planted an explosive device guard assigned to the plane while
aboard the plane, said Dr. J.D. it was on the ground disappeared
Phillips, a pathologist whose only from his post several times.
The FBI and the Royal Canason was killed in the crash.
The man who piloted the plane dian Mounted Police "found very
on the first leg of its journey to serious allegations" but that inCairo, Egypt, told the FBI he be- formation apparently wasn't
lieved it experienced structural turned over to the Canadian panel
failure or that a bomb exploded investigating the crash, Tallon
on takeoff. The pilot also told the said.

The FBI said it has no reason to
question the accuracy of the Canadian findings.
"No credible evidence has surfaced" suggesting the charter
flight by Miami-based Arrow Air
crashed was the result of an act of
terrorism, Nicholas O'Hara, deputy assistant director for criminal investigations at the FBI,
said in prepared testimony.

was taken home by her parents.
"It was by far Uie worst day of
my entire life," she said.
Kelly's penalties for the DUI
included paying $350 for a lawyer,
$150 for an Alcohol and Traffic
Safety Institute Seminar, seeing
a two-hour movie, paving $250 in
court costs and fines, being put on
high-risk insurance, and having
her license suspended for 90 days.
She also had to pay $1,500 to try
to get the car fixed.
As Kelly retells her night from
hell, she is surprisingly calm and
matter- of-fact about the entire
situation.
In fact, in certain parts of the
story she laughs unbelievingly
when recalling some of the things
she was told she did.
Perhaps she was just nervous
in her remembrance. Or, perhaps
the situation actually did not have
that much of an impact on her
life. Or, this may just be her may
of dealing with the obvious pain
and anguish she experienced duringr the time.
'I was ashamed (of the entire
situation 1," she said. "I was really scared because of my family,
neighbors and pastor finding
out."
Of course, all of these people
were aware of the accident and
DUI since it was reported in local
papers.
"My grandma was shattered,"
Kelly said. "But, no one really got
angry; they were just shocked. In
fact, everyone was very nice."
Even though her parents and
relatives treated the situation by
disregarding the DUI and just being happy Kelly was alive, she
said she still feels guilt and anguish.
"I was so ashamed in front of
my parents. I cried for days and
days and felt so guilty."
One recurring scene usually enters Kelly's mind when she recalls the night.
"What scares me most is that I
could have killed someone that
night. I keep thinking about hurting an innocent victim," she said.
Kelly's blackout of the entire
night is a frightening part of her
experience. However, she is not
alone.
According to a recent Universi-

ty Alcohol and Drug survey by
the Prevention Center, 63 percent
of University students have had
"a loss of memory of what happened the night before" at least
once, or in other words, "have
blacked out," according to Jacque Daley, director of the Prevention Center.
And, although blacking out
does not necessarily lead to alcoholism, "it could indicate
someone has a [drinking] problem," Daley said.
Heavy drinking, as defined by
national standards, is drinking
five or more alcoholic drinks in a
basic four-hour night.
Signs to recognize which may
indicate to students they have an
alcohol dependency problem include:
■blackouts;
■receiving two or more DUIs;
■continuing drinking in the
face of obvious consequences;
■knowing you cannot stop
drinking and not being able to set
limits;
■feeling remorse about drinking and regretting things that
happen when you drink;
■ increased tolerance.
Although these are signals,
Daley said they mean different
things for different people.
"fiiere is no one typical alcoho-

"What scares me
most is that I could
have killed someone
that night. I keep
thinking about
hurting an innocent
victim."

people who may be driving
drunk.
As Kelly continues to ponder
the night of Dec. 17, a revelation
seemingly comes to her mind.
"Wait ... There was one other
thing I wanted to say... In a way,
I'm glad [the accident and DUI]
happened, because at the rate I
was going [drinking], my luck
would have run out some time,"
she said. "I'm just very glad [I
realized how stupid I was] without having to kill or injure
anyone."
According to Daley, this is a
common attitude among people
who get into accidents or receive
DUIs.
"This is a prevalent attitude
amongst young people," she said.
"Until it happens to you, you
don't internalize and don't often
take knowledge [and relate it to

"Wait... There was
one other thing I
wanted to say... In a
way, I'm glad [the
accident and DUI]
happened, because
at the rate I was
going [drinking], my
luck would have run
out some time... I'm
just very glad [I
realized how stupid I
was] without having
to kill or injure
anyone."
yourself]."
Eleven months after the night
of her accident, several things
have changed in Kelly's lifestyle
and habits.
"I don't drink and drive," she
said firmly.
In addition, she said she has
dramatically cut down on her alcohol intake.
"I don't drink as much and I
just don't have the desire to drink
as much," she said.

Bungled
-U Continued from page 5.
. The missiles weren't the kind
the Iranians were expecting and
the Iranians felt they had been
SPRING BREAK '91

duped, according to computer
messages from former White
House aide Oliver North. The
messages were uncovered by the
Iran-Contra committees.
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Key West, Florida
March 23-March 31, 1991
$385 -Hotel and Transportation
I $100 deposit due at sign up, and balance
I due by Jan. 31. No meals are Included
I In the prices quoted.
For sign-ups or more
I information call
■e) at 372-2343.
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THE 99%
SOUUTION
The solution to your career questions may be here at
Fairview General Hospital's School of Nursing . . .
where a remarkable 99.1% of our students pass
the Ohio Board of Nursing Exam.

Our strong clinical training, right in the hospital,
will give you a real competitive edge as you earn
your diploma in just three years. And Cleveland
area nurses are among the highest-paid in the U.S.
Fairview provides students with the option to earn
an Associate of Science degree in addition to a
nursing diploma. And graduates can earn a BSN
by attending college part-time while working.
Fairview provides qualified students with financial aid in
the form of grants and loans. So don't wait... investigate!
Call 476-7132 now for your free information packet.
SCHOOL OF NURSING
GENERAL
IMMEW
HOSPITAL
,eiAj#ofCAiir
18101 Lornn Avenue. Cleveland. Ohio 44111
• A non-ducnminatorv iiutitulion • Fully accredited by (he National League ot Nurting

Give Yourself a Break!

GIRL'S GUIDE
TO CHAOS
by CYNTHIA HEIMEL

December 5-8 (8:00 P.M.)
December 9 (2:00 P.M.)

JOE E. BROWN THEATRE
UNIVERSITY HALL
Reservations Call: 372-2719
All Tickets: $3.00

Purchase a Quantum 90 - 95 + plan
for spring semester and get $5 free!
Pick up details at:
Bursars Office
Food Operations
Union Information Desk
Off-Campus Housing Office
Take your $95 check and the sign up card to the
Bursars office for processing.
*If you have a Fall 95 + plan you can add money to
that account up to Dec. 21. This will carry over to
spring semester if you're registered or you can
purchase a new spring plan and receive the $5 bonus.
Call Food Operations for additional information.
372-7933
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Gorbachev outlines programs Looting, delayed
Creation of vice presidency, hike in food imports head leader's list
by Bryan Brumley
Associated Press writer

MOSCOW - President Mikhail Gorbachev said Tuesday he will crack down on
black marketeeruig and boost food imports to feed the nation this winter, and he
wants people to plant their own gardens to
raise food next year.
"Rural and urban residents should be
free to pursue agriculture," Gorbachev
told the Supreme Soviet legislature, which
has demanded urgent steps to ease the
food crisis.
Gorbachev also outlined proposed
changes in the government, including the
creation of a vice presidency and a Security Council. They also would streamline the
Cabinet and strengthen the Federation
Council, which includes representatives of
the republics.
Those changes require constitutional
amendments, and the Supreme Soviet legislature voted 281-17 to recommend that
the larger Congress of Peoples' Deputies
amend the charter when it convenes on
Dec. 17.
"A lot of questions remain," said Fyodor
Burlatsky, a reformer. "The president exElained some general ideas, but we don't
now the real functions for the new institutions."
Gorbachev, after fielding questions from
legislators, said he rejected accusations
that the proposed changes reflected "Im-

perial ambitions" for the strengthened office of president, the official news agency
Tass reported.
During the first three months of 1991, he
said the government would spend about
$1.2 billion on food. That included 10 million tons of grain. 1.9 million tons of sugar,
156,000 tons of flour, 277 000 tons of sunflower oil, 357,000 tons of meat and meat
products, 4.5 million tons of milk products
and 110,000 tons of oats.
Gorbachev said workers' control committees would be formed over the next two
or three weeks to make sure food is not diverted to the black market from the state
distribution system. The KGB security
Slice and state prosecutors have also
en assigned to this task, Soviet officials
have said.
"A survey by security bodies of 50 stores
in Moscow has shown that when the stores
close, a 'third shift' starts working. The
same thing happens at warehouses, Gorbachev said. Workers often set aside
scarce food for sale to acquaintances at inflated prices.
"A new system is being created that will
put the situation under strict control," he
said. "We will take resolute actions."
While tight controls and imports might
ease the food crisis for the next three or
four months, Gorbachev said, food sup[ilies could be increased if people were al3wed to work their own gardens. He said
he would seek up to 12 million acres for
"private plot" farming.

Gorbachev also repeated plans to rename the Council of Ministers the Cabinet of
Ministers, under the direction of a prime
minister, to be appointed by the president
and confirmed by the legislature. Aides
said Cabinet membership would drop from
56 ministers to about 15.
The Cabinet of Ministers would be responsible to the president, and control the
national budget, energy industries, transportation, environmental protection, credit and foreign currency.
The Cabinet also would work with the
republics on a national program for health
insurance, maternity and child care issues, culture and education and basic scientific research.
Gorbachev said he would create a vice
presidency, "to be the president's righthand man."
He also would abolish the Presidential
Council, created earlier this year. Some of
its members, probably the defense and
interior ministers and head of the KGB,
would be transferred to the new Security
Council.
Gorbachev also would expand the
powers of the Federation Council, which
includes leaders of the 15 republics. It will
be responsible for ethnic issues and relations among the national and republican
governments.

Tobacco industry donates
grants to EPA's research
ARLINGTON, Va. (AP) - The
tobacco industry has given substantial research grants to the
employers of three members of
an EPA panel that met Tuesday
to decide whether airborne cigarette smoke causes lung cancer in
nonsmokers.
The panel members did not
mention the grants when they
were asked, at the opening of the
meeting, to voluntarily disclose
anything that might be seen as a
conflict of interest.
The EPA panel is meeting for
two days at an Arlington hotel to
consider two draft EPA reports,
one of which concludes that cigarette smoke should be designated
a class A carcinogen.
Meanwhile, Rep. Chet Atkins,
D-Mass., and ten other members
of Congress wrote a letter to EPA
Administrator William Reilly
asking that he "require the Science Advisory Board members to
sever their ties to the tobacco industry."

They said an EPA rule "prohibits officials from participating
in decisions that 'directly and
predictably affect the financial
interest' of an industry in which
they have an employment or financial stake."
David Ryan, an EPA spokesman, said the agency had no immediate response to the letter.
Robert Flaak, the EPA official
conducting the panel meeting,
said he was not concerned that
the panel members had failed to
disclose the tobacco grants to
their institutions.
"The fact that they left something out is not malicious, I don't
think," he said. "The disclosure
Cress is a voluntary one. I don't
k they should be pilloried for
one or two grants they might
have left out.
In materials sent to the panel,
Flaak wrote that the issues that
might be perceived as conflicts of
interest include "the extent to
which you or your organization

have received ... professional or
personal benefits from any individuals, organizations or groups
representing any viewpoint concerning the issues under consideration at this meeting."
Panel chairman Morton Lippmann, in prepared written remarks on potential conflicts of interest, mentioned that he serves
on the science advisory board of a
tobacco industry research organization called the Center for Indoor Air Research.
He is one of six panelists whose
links with that organization have
been previously disclosed in news
reports.
He did not mention, however,
grants to three researchers in his
department at New York University. They are receiving a total of
$578,000 from the center this year,
with more money likely in the future, according to Max Eisenberg, the center's director.
Lippmann declined to be interviewed Tuesday.

police action irks
Miami merchants
MIAMI (AP) — Merchants criticized police response as they angrily cleaned up Tuesday from a night of looting and fires triggered by
the acquittal of six police officers in the fatal beating of a Puerto Rican drug dealer.
Fire officials estimated the fire damage alone at $2.9 million.
Police Chief Perry Anderson said police could have moved in earlier. But he defended his department, saying there were no deaths or
violent clashes with police.
Mayor Xavier Suarez met with leaders in the largely Puerto Rican
Wynwood community to look into reasons for the rioting, which police
and city officials admitted caught them by surprise.
Merchants complained that police took too long to move in Monday
night after hundreds of youths swarmed through usually tranquil
streets, looting stores and burning down businesses.
The riot followed acquittal of six police officers accused of beating
to death Leonardo Mercado, a Puerto Rican-born cocaine dealer.
"The police knew it was going to happen and they just sat back and
did nothing, absolutely nothing," said Richard Munoz, who owns Los
Hispanos Supermarket.
Munoz said his small grocery store was not damaged because he
scared off the looters.
i spent all night armed and on the roof," Munoz said.
Other merchants were busy sweeping up broken glass and cleaning
soot.
Police estimate about 300 people were involved in the rioting at its
height. From 10 to IS people were arrested on charges of disorderly
conduct and inciting to riot, said George Law, a police spokesman.
Residents said many looters were not from their neighborhood, but
came in from other parts of the city to take advantage of the anger in
the northwestern Miami community.
The trouble began shortly after nightfall, nearly six hours after a
federal jury found the members of an elite drug squad innocent of
conspiracy in the killing of Mercado, who was from the neighborhood.
The jury deadlocked on more serious charges of violating the civil
rights of Mercado when he was beaten to death two years ago and
Judge Stanley Marcus declared a mistrial.
Mercado's sister-in-law, Rosa Allende, said some Puerto Ricans
feel the need for revenge.
"It's not going to change things, but it's a start to let them know it's
not only the blacks who get angry." she said.
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Dinosaurs'
demise still
unsolved
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Why
did dinosaurs disappear? Scientists wrote 2,000 studies blaming
asteroids, volcanoes, slow cliHE'S MAKING A LIST AND
mate change or even constipaCHECKING IT TWICE ...
tion. Researchers said Tuesday
they think they found the smoking
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Cuba when the dinosaurs became
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extinct 65 million years ago.
Some scientists say certain ba- ,| Mon - Fri 8-5, Sat 9-3
salt rock deposits around the
world suggest another object also
smacked into the planet to help
trigger
mass extinction.
,Y
We think we have found the
smoking gun, but there may be
other guns and maybe a firing
squad, said Bill Boynton, of the
University of Arizona at Tucson.
The latest theory came during
the American Geophysical
Union's fall meeting. The convention of 4,400 Earth scientists leans
heavily toward the theory that
killer asteroids sent dinosaurs to
oblivion.
The idea is that an incoming
6-mile-wide asteroid or comet
smacked into the Earth with the
force of 70 million one-megaton
bombs, kicking debris into the
atmosphere and causing radical
environmental damage that
wiped out the dinosaurs and up to
75percent of all living species.
Some researchers think the
impacts blocked out sunlight,
wiping out food supplies. Others
theorized, somewhat in jest, that
changes in vegetation upset the
dinosaurs' diet, leaving them
fatally constipated.

Invite you to oui
.Christmas Bash!!!!
Dec. 8, 1990
\
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* Prizes

Come See Santa!!

RESERVE

$24.95

Includes

per mghi for o vngle or double room
• Early check-in and late check-out times
• Continental Breakfast
• Coffee available 24 Hours

I tmtini number ul ronm* M*ailthlr «f thi\ rate
Advance reservation! required. present valid BCiSU ID ai
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OFFICERS'

TRAINING

352-4671
CORPS

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY R0TC GOT ME THE JOB.
You can begin to develop impressive leadership skills with an Army ROTC elective.
TAKE MILITARY SCIENCE 101 NEXI WMUIU
• 2 ELECTIVE CREDIT HOI RS
• INTERESTING, EXCITING TRAINING
• NO OBLIGATION
• SEVERAL CONVENIENT SECTIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM ARMV ROTC AT BGSU
J72-2476

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOD CAN TAKE.

Ohio reservists
called to Gulf
COLUMBUS (AP) — Police units for the Army National Guard in
Toledo and the Air National Guard in Columbus were activated Tuesday as part of the military buildup in the Middle East.
A military police unit in Youngstown was put on alert.
The Army National Guard's 323rd Military Police Company in
Toledo and the Air National Guard's 121st Security Police Flight at the
Pvickenbacker base in Columbus received mobilization orders, said
spokesman Capt. Jim Boling.
The activation of the 121st Security Police Flight marks the first call
to active duty for an Air National Guard unit in Ohio and the sixth Ohio
National Guard unit to be mobilized for Operation Desert Shield.
About 140 members of the 323rd will assemble Thursday and depart
for Fort Dix, N.J., on Sunday. The unit is involved in general law enforcement.
The 121st Security Police Flight, a component of the 121st Tactical
Fighter Wing, will report Dec. 28 at the air base. It's destination was
not known, the Guard said. The unit has about 40 members.
Air Guard security policemen protect air bases.
The Army National Guard's 324th Military Police Company in
Youngstown was put on alert status for possible activation. The unit
has about 140 members.
On Monday, three Army Reserve units in Columbus and one in Canton were activated.
Columbus units ordered to duty were the 326th Military History Detachment, specializing in writing military history; the 2291st U.S.
Army Hospital and 447th Military Police Company, Maj. Jim Allen
said.
The Canton unit is the 361st Military Police Company.
The 326th, to report to Fort Bragg, N.C., by Thursday, will photograph and write the history of the 82nd Airborne Division in Saudi
Arabia.
The 2291st will be sent to Fort Lee, Va. The hospital is authorized for
750 people, but only 360 have been called up. At full strength, the 2291st
can operate a 1.000-bed hospital.
The 447th Military Police Company will go to Fort Pickett, Va. The
police unit has 146 members.
The 116-member 361st Military Police Company was told to report to
Fort Dix.
More than 2,000 Ohio reservists have been called to active duty because of the Middle East crisis.
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Cultist's
sentence
of death
delayed
WARREN, O. (AP) - The
11th Ohio District Court of
Appeals has postponed the
April 17 execution date for a
cult leader convicted of killinga five-member family.
The court on Monday
postponed Jeffrey Lunagren's execution pending
appeal. Lundgren shot Dennis Avery; his wife, Cheryl;
and the couple's three
young daughters April 17,
1989, and buried them in a
common grave at the Lake
County farm where the cult
lived.
Lundgren said his interC'ation of scriptures led
to kill the Averys,
whom he described as sinners and as less-fervent
members of the clan.
The Lake County Prosecutor's Office said it could
take more than a decade for
Lundgren to exhaust all of
his appeals.
"We expect that his execution will be stayed and
stayed again until his appeals have run their
course," said Prosecutor
Steven LaTourette.
In August, a Lake County
jury found Lundgren, 40,
guilty of five counts of aggravated murder and five
counts of kidnapping in connection with the murders at
the Kirtland farm.
The following month, the
same jury recommended
Lundgren die in the electric
chair. Common Pleas Judge
Martin Parks ordered the
sentence be carried out on
April 17,1991 — exactly two
years after the murders.
The defense did not deny
Lundgren committed the
murders. But his lawyers
argued that the selfproclaimed prophet suffers
from delusions of divinity
and does not deserve to die
in the electric chair.
Lundgren is being held on
death row at the Southern
Ohio Correction Facility in
Lucasville.

For more information on these courses:
Call Continuing Education at 372-8181.

Find lay lures foreign firm
Japanese auto parts supplier to move to northwest Ohio city
FINDLAY, O. (AP) — A Japanese automotive
parts supplier intends to become the 12th foreign
company to move into this northwest Ohio city in
five years.
Molten Corp., based in Hiroshima, announced
Tuesday that it would build an $8 million factory
that will make rubber and plastic parts for a Mazda assembly plant in Flat Rock, Mich., about 80
miles to the north. It would create 130 jobs.
The plant, to be opened in September 1991, would
be built in the Tall Timbers industrial park in this
northwest Ohio city.
The Molten project is the second auto-related
venture announced for Findlay in the last two
weeks.
Clevite and Bridgestone Corp. plan to make
parts for Honda plants in Marysville, about 80
miles to the south. The plant, a joint venture between Tokyo-based Bridgestone and the Livingston, N.J.-based Clevite, would create more than
lOOJobs.
That plant should be operating next year, said
John Kovach, executive director of the Community Development Research Foundation, a nonprofit group that promotes economic growth in
Findlay and Hancock County. The foundation has
been courting foreign businesses to locate in the
area.
Kovach said the city in the last five years has attracted 11 foreign companies, including one German and two Canadian businesses. They have
created more than 2,000 jobs.

The foundation has had its most success with
Japanese companies. Five Japanese auto parts
companies have factories in Findlay.
"We've made a few trips to Japan, and now it's
sort of feeding on itself," Kovach said.
The foundation was formed after Marathon Oil,
the city's largest employer, was threatened by a
takeover by Mobil Oil in the early 1980s.
The foundation has 30 members, 26 of which are
businesses that pay $5,000 for three years. The
city, which provides office space to the foundation,
has two seats on the organization board
It helped to create a Findlay-Hancock County
foreign trade zone and an industrial park.
The unemployment rate in Findlay is about 4.3
percent, Kovach said. Hancock County had a jobless rate of 3.8 percent in October, the latest month
for which figures were available.
Although the city has added jobs, it has lost others. One of the city's largest employers, Harris
Corp., announced that it would lay oft 70 workers
at the end of the week. The company, which makes
semiconductors, said the layoffs would improve
the plant's efficiency.
Harris has eliminated hundreds of jobs at the
Findlay plant in the last few years, and has moved
some production to other U.S. plants. About 1,000
people still work at the Findlay plant.
John Mainzer, vice president of manufacturing,
said Harris, which bought the plant from General
Electric Co. in 1988, wants to keep its Findlay plant
open.

Ohio city
passes new
helmet law

Cause of blaze
at Ohio pottery
plant unknown
ZANESVILLE, O. (AP) — Firefighters Tuesday continued to pour
water on hot spots at the site of a 101-year-old pottery factory that
burned down the previous night.
Fire gutted the Zanesville Stoneware Co. plant on the city's south
side. The brick building, parts of it two-stories high, sat on land about
the size of a city block.
"It'll take a few days to find out what caused this," said Zanesville
Fire Chief Darrell Garrett. "When I got here it was already out of control." Bruce Burley, assistant chief, said the state fire marshal's office was called to help in the investigation.
He said the fire department was alerted to the fire at 10:58 p.m.
Firefighters from four communities had it under control about 3 a.m.
and prevented it from spreading to houses.
There were no deaths or serious injuries.
Milman Linn III, company president, said Zanesville Stoneware
was worth $2.5 million ana did about $1.2 million in business annually.
He said a malfunctioning shuttle kiln may have caused the fire. The
plant was closed during the night.
Neighbors said the building may have been lost before firefighters
arrived. "I was sitting at home watching the (Monday night) football
game when I heard this 'boom,' " said Michael Duling, who lives next
to the plant. "I went out and saw the fire ... and the next thing I heard
was all the fire trucks and ambulances."
Garrett said firef ighers were worried about wind carrying flames to
houses across the street from the plant. The houses were doused with
water.
Zanesville Stoneware made large pieces of pottery for businesses
such as hotels and offices. It employed about 15 people.
"We make large pieces for interior plantscaping, which are hard to
import. That's why we've been able to stay in business," Linn said.

and The Buckeye Room.
DO YOU ...
NEED MATHEMATICS CREDIT?
HAVE SCHEDULING PROBLEMS?
LIKE TO MAKE MATH WORK
FOR YOU?
Here's a New Telecourse featuring Contemporary
Mathematics and Focusing on Real Life Applications
MATH 111 (3 Semester Credits)
• Can be used toward Croup III requirement for degree
programs including B.A., B.F.A.. B.A. in Comm.
• Prerequisite: 1 year of high school algebra This course
will not cover extensive algebraic skills.
• Watch the programs in your home or on-campus.
• Only I 5 campus meetings, 2 programs per week.
• Taught by Fredrick Leetch, Professor Emeritus of
Mathematics
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• Watch programs In the
comfort of your own home
or at your choice of times
In the Library
• Only 9 doss meetings on
the campus
• Class taught by Gwynne
Stoner Rife and Cynthia
Stong-Gfoat. their specialty Is
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• Science Group III course
does not cany lab credit.
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Macknin said about 400,000 injuries occur each year among bicycle riders in the 5-to-14 age
group. He said some 500 deaths
linked to bicycle accidents occur
annually among children.

Any questions coll M4V§Y©0 office at 372-2343

"The majority are head injuries, and 85 percent could be prevented if kids wear helmets, he
said.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
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CLEVELAND (AP) — A doctor
who pushed for a law requiring
children to wear helmets when
riding a bicycle in suburban
Beachwood said Tuesday he
hopes it will decrease the danger
of nead injuries.
The Beachwood City Council
voted 4-0 Monday night to approve a law requiring all bicycle
riders age 15 or younger to wear a
helmet when riding in any public
area. Two members abstained
and one member was absent.
The sponsor, Councilman
Larry Small, said he believes
Beachwood is the first Ohio
community to pass such a law.
According to the American Academy of Pediatrics, which advocates helmets for young bicycle
riders, Beachwood's law is
among a few such laws nationally.
Academy spokeswoman Susan
Tellez, at the association's headJuarters in Elk Grove Village,
1., said Howard County, Md.,
requires helmets of juvenile bicycle riders on county roads, and
the states of New York and California require helmets for children on bikes.
"I think it's a great time for it
to pass. We've got the whole winter time to encourage kids to
wear helmets," said Dr. Michael
Macknin, a Beachwood resident
and a pediatrician at Cleveland
Clinic.
"This takes the pressure off
kids. No longer will it be the 'nerdy' thing if it's the law in the city
that you have to wear your helmet," he said.

THE PHEASANT ROOM
offers a
SUNDAY BUFFET
All you can eat
only $5.95

(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E.WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted
12 - 2 p.m. 372-7947 or 372-7949
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Sports
Women's basketball team suffers first loss
last six free throws of the contest.
Szczechowski made the last four free throws for
the Wolverines after recovering from a bloody
nose she received with 4:30 remaining.
Good defense beats good offense, so bad offense
"Carol's such a winner," Michigan coach Bud
must lose to good defense.
VanDeWege said. "She hasn't been shooting free
The Bowling Green Falcons proved that Tues- throws well this year, but she went in after having
day night, using bad offense in a 70-63 loss to the a bloody nose and made those."
University of Michigan women's basketball team.
The Falcons shot just 38 percent from the field,
However, the Falcons still could have pulled off
losing their first game of the season after opening a victory had they shot the ball better in the second
with two wins. Michigan is now 3-1.
half. For the half, BG only could put in 32 percent
At halftime, it looked like it would be enough as of their shots.
BG was able to use good defense and the shooting
of senior guard Wanda Lyle, to take a 28-24 lead
Lyle cooled off in the second half, converting on
into the locker room.
only one of the eight shots she put up, and the FalTrailing 10-4, Lyle started a 10-0 Falcon run by cons' other guard, Cathy Koch was held to 2-8 in
hitting a 16-foot jumper, and adding a three- the second half.
pointer to give BG a 14-10 lead.
"Everyone is going to have nights when their
At the other end of the floor, the Falcon defense shots aren't falling, and for some of the kids, this
was their night," Voll said. "Unfortunately, noheld Michigan to 26 percent shooting.
body could pick them up."
The key to the Falcon's first half success was the
UM didn't have that problem as they used balplay of senior Traci Gorman on Michigan senior
Carol Szczechowski. Szczechowski came into the anced scoring to notch the victory. Nikki Beaudry
game averaging 16 points per game, but only tal- led the Wolverines with 19 points. Szczechowski
added 16 points, and Trish Andrew finished with
lied two points in the first half.
12.
However, the defense wasn't able to come
The Wolverines also used a 51-34 rebounding
through in the second half as Michigan was able to edge to their advantage as they converted on a
score a variety of lay-ups, while forcing turnovers number of second chance opportunities. Michigan
from the Falcons.
grabbed 14 offensive rebounds in the first half to
keep them within striking distance of the Falcons.
"We had trouble in our half-court offense," BG
coach Fran Voll said. "We made a lot of critical
"We didn't box-out in the first half," Gorman
turnovers and we just didn't execute."
said. "We concentrated on it better in the second
half."
With all of BG's offensive problems, they still
held a 63-62 lead with 1:40 remaining in the game
BG's Lyle, Heather Finfrock and Andrea Norduntil Michigan put the game away by making their mann each tossed in 11 points to lead the Falcons.
by Brian Dugger
sports writer

Bengals' Fulcher almost
ready to return at safety
CINCINNATI (AP) - Defensive anchor David Fulcher could
return from the injured list to
play for the Cincinnati Bengals on
Sunday against the San Francisco 49ers, but the Bengals
aren't saying whether he will be
activated.
The Bengals have been weak
against the run and have missed
Fulcher, an All-Pro strong safety
and their leading tackier, since
he was sidelined with a dislocated
shoulder in a Nov. 4 loss to New
Orleans.
"If he passes all the medical
requirements, he wants to come
back," coach Sam Wvche said. "I
think he's close to being ready.
I'm not sure he's ready to come
back this week."
Reserve fullback Craig Taylor
sustained a bruised hip in Sunday's victory at Pittsburgh, but is
expected to be available for the
49ers game.
Cornerback Lewis Billups
sprained an ankle in Pittsburgh
and his status for Sunday is ques-

tionable. The Bengals could replace him with rookie cornerback
Mitchell Price, who batted away
an end-zone pass and intercepted
another one to help safeguard the
Bengals' 16-12 victory in Pittsburgh.
"The way Mitchell Price has
played all year long, the plays
that he's made ... things happen
when he's in the ballgame," Wyche said. "You can't keep overlooking that and telling him he's
young, he's new to the team, so sit
down.
"We'll be evaluating the best
way to beat the 49ers, and Mitchell Price is becoming a bigger
and bigger part of our defense,"
Wyche said.
Quarterback Boomer Esiason
felt some tightness in his throwing wrist after banging the wrist
on the helmet of a Pittsburgh defender during Sunday's game.
"I'm not going to throw a ball
until Wednesday," Esiason said.
"I should be fine."
The Bengals still have memo-

ries of losing the Super Bowl in
January 1989 to the 49ers, 20-16,
when quarterback Joe Montana
threw a touchdown pass to John
Taylor with 34 seconds left. Montana threw another scoring pass
to Taylor on Monday night to account for the game's only touchdown as the 49ers beat the New
York Giants, 7-3.
The Bengals have beaten San
Francisco only once in seven
meetings, in a 1974 triumph, 21-3.
Their losses to San Francisco include the Super Bowls in 1981 and
1989, the only two in which Cincinnati has played.
The Bengals (7-5) need a victory Sunday to protect their onegame lead over Houston and
Pittsburgh (6-6) in the AFC Central Division. Houston plays host
to struggling Cleveland on Sunday and Pittsburgh is at home
against New England (1-11).

CLA-ZEL THEATRE
BOWLING OMEN • SJ3IS6I

UM gets second chance for a victory
by Jamie Joss
sports writer

For Michigan's women's basketball team, the weekend was
full of second chances, and even
being able to play the Falcons
Tuesday night was a second
chance.
The game was scheduled for
the Wolverines home court Crisler Arena Monday, but a team flu
epidemic (affecting 11 of 12
players) forced UM to move the
game to BG, rather than forfeiting.
But that change also affected
the Falcons and their mental
preparation for the game.
"I think that if we would have
played them in the regularly
scheduled game that would have
been better for us mentally,"
senior Wanda Lyle said. "If we
played them up there, the tempo
would have been a little
different."
However, the epidemic didn't
seem to affect the Wolverines,
who stayed close and only trailed

by four points at intermission, but
UM coach Bud VanDeWege's
main concern was how his team
would come out in the second
half.
"My whole message at halftime was you're either going to
succumb to it (the flu) and give
into the fatigue you're feeling or
you're going to suck it up and get
a great victory," he said. "We
were really standing around on
offense and you could especially
see it when they started to miss
the layups late in the game.
"Under the conditions they
were under, it was really gutsy
and I'm really proud of the way
they came back," VanDeWege
said.
In addition to recovering
players, the Wolverines were
without Michelle Hall, who is
averaging 13 minutes a game and
4.3 points per game.
Second chances must have
been on the Wolverines mind all
night as UM came out and
proceeded to out-rebound the
Falcons 30-15 in the first half.
But, the real problem was that 14

of the 30 rebounds were offensive
boards, including 13 in the first 10
minutes.
However, UM had many opportunities on the offensive boards,
due to terrible 26percent shooting
(10-39) in the first stanza.
"I thought the whole game was
the boards," BG coach Fran Voll
said. "I think the second half we
were probably a little better than
we were in the first half, but fortunately they didn't shoot well.
Had they shot well, we would
have been hurting — we would
have been done."
Of the 30 rebounds, about SO
percent were due to poor Falcon
positioning and boxinjj-out.
"We weren't blocking out and
getting good position on our
players and that's why they outrebounded us," Lyle said.
However, the other half were
ricocheting off BG and Wolverine
players hands, like bumpers on a
pinball machine.
But, with the weather at 17 degrees outside, the Falcons
seemed to take a little longer to
See Rebound, page 10.

Browns: "We're playing hard."
BEREA, O. (AP) — Veteran
linebacker Mike Johnson doesn't
have any great theory as to why
the Cleveland Browns keep getting beaten in lopsided fashion.
But he does disagree with
coach Jim Shofner, who Sunday
said the Browns lacked intensity.
Johnson was credited with 12
tackles in the 38-23 loss to the
Rams. Johnson now leads the
team with 117 tackles.
I don't think (a lack of intensity) is a correct assessment,"
Johnson said at the Browns practice headquarters. "That's my
opinion. That's the one positive.
In spite of everything, we're playing hard and getting after people.
It's just that we've had a breakdown here and a breakdown
there. We're killing ourselves.
"If we win, I don't care what
happens as far as stats, whether
this collapses or that collapses.
I've been in games where we

played terrible and won. Everybody would say, 'Way to go,
guys!' You just have to win.
That's what it's all about."
The Browns, 2-10, have lost
seven straight. They've yielded
338 points. Only the 1-11 New England Patriots, with 342 points allowed, have surrendered more.
Over the past four games, the
Browns have yielded 42 to Buffalo, 35 to Houston, 30 to Miami
and 38 to the Rams.
Monday, Shofner said players
on both sides of the ball might be
trying to do too much. Johnson,
speaking more for the defense
than the offense, agreed.
"All we need to do individually
is everybody do his particular job
and we'll be all right," Johnson
said. "The defense is designed for
11 individuals to do 11 different
things in concert. If you get guys
trying to do more than is expected of them you might have a

weakness here, a weakness there.

"It seems like every weakness
we've had has been exploited. We
didn't give up 338 points in three
weeks. We've had a rough time
all year."
Johnson was one of four defensive starters who missed all of
training camp in a contract dispute.
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IT'S ALMOST CHEISTMAS
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HOWARD'S club H
352-9951

210 N. Main

Wednesday Dec. 5-8

SEASON'S GREETINGS
FOR EVERYONE ON YOUR UST

THE SOURCE
SIS L fttotftr • BG, (MM

352-6886

MICHAEL KATON
BAND
18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30

BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

UniGrciphics

5

21 and Over
$1.00 cover after 9:30

Nightly at
7:15-9:30
ii nun 1111 ii Minimi i

AT GLENBYNE CINEMAS
MONSIEUR H RE &
HENRY AND JUNE
PHONE 382 - 5606
FOR SHOWTIMES
-ii iiiiiiiniiiii iniiiiiiii

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day*

a

Either way you
look at it

Serving uour total graphic design and typesetting needs.
• Resumes
• Graphic Design Consultation
* Posters, Fliers, Newsletters, Brochures
• Black 8 White PMTs, Halftones, Reversals, Film Positives
• Word Processing Disks Converted for Typeset-quality Output
• LaserWriter Output from Macintosh'" Disks
• PC / Macintosh" File Conversion

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ON GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS
The Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations
is now distributing the Budget Request Forms
to those student organizations seeking

are going
Hurry Down to

GREENBRIAR
INC.

General Fee funds for 1991-92.

For more lease
information for

This form is available in

Fall 1991

The forms must be completed and returned to

• Full Typesetting Services

Columbia Court
Apartments
FAST.

Room 305 Student Services Building.

• Full Laser Imagesetting Services

Are they
Half Empty or
Half Full?

M-F
Sat.

Hours:
9am - 5pm
9am - 1 pm

Room 305 Student Services Building by
CaM us for further Information
211 West Hal

5 p.m. Monday, February 4, 1991.
372-7418

352-0717
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New coach
announced
BG's search for a new
head football coach ends today with the announcement
of Moe Ankney's replacement at a 9 a.m. press conference.
Top candidates for the position included Gary Blackney, Ohio State assistant;
Gary Pinkel, University of
Washington assistant; and
Dwight Wallace, West Virginia assistant.
Pete Cordelli, also considered for the coaching job,
was named the head coach
at Kent State this week.
Athletic department officials did MM renew Ankney's contract after he
posted a 3-5-2 mark this
season and an overall record of 20-31-3.

Cavaliers crunch Nuggets Letters
Adams scored 22 points, includthe Cavaliers their first lead after
the Nuggets grabbed a 9-6 lead in ing seven in the 15-4 run.
the first penod. Daugherty finCleveland cut the Denver lead
ished with a team-high 31 points.
to 64-57 on a free throw by Paddio
The lead changed hands three with 1:19 left in the half but Dentimes down the stretch before ver closed with the final six points
Paddio's last- minute scoring of the quarter to take a 70-57 lead
Paddio, with 23 points, scored spurt.
into the locker room.
Cleveland's last three baskets,
including two in the last minute,
The Nuggets held a 38-29 lead
Larry Nance sparked a Cleveto break a 117 tie. Cleveland had behind 12 first-quarter points by land rally in the third period,
fallen behind by as many as 20 in Orlando Woolridge, who led the scoring 11 of his 21 points as the
the second quarter.
Nuggets with 31 points. Denver Cavaliers cut the Nuggets' lead to
got the lead to 20 at 53-33 when 92-90 on a three-point play by
Geveland took the lead at Michael Adams hit a jumper with Derrick Chievous with 1:0l left in
113-112 on a layup by Brad 7:57 left in the half to begin a 15-4 the quarter. Denver took a 94-91
Daugherty with 3:48 left to give run.
lead into the final quarter.

RICHFIELD, 0. (AP) - Gerald Paddio scored 12 points in the
fourth quarter to lead Cleveland
to a come-from-behind 121-117
victory over Denver Tuesday
night to keep the Nuggets winless
on the road ui seven tries.

Rebound
C Continued from page 9.
the thaw their hands out and senior Traci Gorman said. "I
didn't start playing well on the think that we were trying to get
boards until the last seven the ball before we got the person
minutes before the half — limit- out of the way and we concening UM to just one offensive re- trated more in the second half."
bound.
For the game, the Wolverines
"We just weren't blocking out," out-rebounded the BG 51-34, in-

cluding 21 offensive rebounds.
Nikki Beaudry led the UM rebounding with 12, while Carol
Szezachowski grabbed 11. Both
Beaudry and Szezachowski had
five offensive rebounds to the
Falcons team total of 10.

We'd like to
(Dmplimentyou
on your choice.

Editor, The News;
I think you may have just seen the last time you'll erer see a
Bowling Green basketball team play a Big 10 team. We should
not schedule any future Big 10 games. We played Michigan State
and the level of competition was suspect. Some fans were disappointed with the lack of competition on the court. Jud Heathcote
thought the officiating was suspect Last year he thought his
team was "off." Poor Jud. It's no wonder he won't play at a MAC
gymnasium again because he is running out of excuses. And the
MAC is better off.
RobRoeder
107 Bromfield

Schott decides to pay
outfielder Davis for
World Series injury
CINCINNATI (AP) — Outfielder Eric Davis, who accused the Cincinnati Reds of appearing to forget about him when he was hospitalized after a World Series injury, has been reimbursed for the cost of
his medically equipped return flight, Davis' agent said.
Eric Goldschmidt said Reds owner Marge Schott authorized reimbursement of about $18,000 for the specially equipped airplane that
carried him from Oakland, Calif., to Cincinnati after the World Series.
Goldschmidt said Reds general manager Bob Quinn originally had
declined to approve the reimbursement.
"As soon as Marge learned all the details, she was willing to make
the payment," Goldschmidt said. "The Reds didn't have to pay for it,
following just the letter of the rules, but it's the sort of thing any
professional organization would do for one of its players."
The issue became a sore point for Davis, who said he thought the
Reds had forgotten about him after he injured a kidney in the fourth
game of the World Series and remained behind in an Oakland hospital
for treatment.
Davis said the Reds wouldn't return his phone calls as he lay in the
Oakland hospital. Schott and Davis met privately Nov. 1 after Davis
returned to Cincinnati, and they had a joint news conference the following day at Davis' home to tell reporters they had patched up their
differences.
"Time heals all wounds," Davis said then. "Marge took a big step in
calling me, even if it was a little late."
D □ D

Reds inactive in draft
The Cincinnati Reds did not make any selections in the minor league
draft Tuesday at baseball's winter meetings in Chicago, but lost four
players who were taken by other teams.
In the Class AAA draft, involving players taken on the clubs' Class
AA rosters, the Reds lost left-handed pitchers Joe Lazor and Mike
Malley. In the Class AA draft of players on Class A rosters, the Reds
lost outfielders Lavell Cudjo and Tony Terzarial.
The Pittsburgh Pirates drafted Lazor, who spent most of the 1990
season at Chattanooga, where he was 6-5 with a 3.35 ERA in 31 games,
including eight starts. At Nashville, Lazor was 0-1 with a 7.90 ERA in
11 relief appearances.
The Cleveland Indians took Malley, who was 1-0 with a 2.74 ERA in
seven games, including three starts, at Charleston, W.Va.
The Seattle Mariners drafted Cudjo, who batted .127 and drove in
two runs in 30 games with Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Terzarial, taken by the Pirates, hit .190 with one home run and 11
RBI in 44 games with Cedar Rapids.
Players not protected on the minor league rosters were eligible to be
claimed for $12,000.
CDC

Zane Smith in Cincy?
The Cincinnati Reds want to sign free-agent pitcher Zane Smith,
even though manager Lou Piniella concedesTiis starting pitching staff
is crowded.
Reds executives attending baseball's winter meetings at a suburban
Chicago hotel were pressuring Smith for a decision by Tuesday night.
But Smith's agent, Joe Sroba, said that was unlikely because Smith
also wants to consider offers by Pittsburgh, for whom he pitched last
season, and the Chicago Cubs.
"If they want to call it a deadline, fine," Sroba said. "But it's certainly not going to help their chances of getting Zane."
Piniella said he has been impressed with Smith since Piniella's days
as general manager of the New York Yankees. The left-hander has a
career record of 51-68, but he has pitched 200 or more innings three
times in his six-year major-league career with Atlanta, Montreal and
Pittsburgh.
The Reds reportedly made Smith a three-year offer. The amount
wasn't disclosed.
"We want this guy. We really do," Piniella said. "He's just coming
into his own, and he s a winning-type pitcher."
Piniella said the Reds wanted to know whether Smith would commit
to Cincinnati or whether the team should look elsewhere for pitching
help.
'"Hz have to get on with our plans," Piniella said. "We can't continue to sit and wait for a player to make a decision. If we wait too long
and a guy goes somewhere else, other players we're interested in
might already be signed. And we'll wind up getting the short end of the
bargain."
The Reds have shown little interest in re-signing veteran righthander Rick Mahler, a free agent who pitched for Cincinnati the past
two years. He was used as a spot starter and reliever during the Reds'
1990 world championship season, posting a 7-6 record and a 4.28
earned run average.
"He told us he enjoyed it here, but he would like to be in someone's
starting rotation," Piniella said. "So I would expect he'll sign somewhere else. Our starting pitching situation is pretty crowded right
now."
The Reds lost free-agent lefty Danny Jackson to the Cubs, but
signed free-agent left-handed starter Tom Browning last month to a
three-year deal plus an option for a fourth year.
Cincinnati's potential starting staff also includes right-hander Jose
Rijo. chosen most valuable player in the Reds' World Series sweep of
Oakland: right-handers Jack Armstrong and Scott Scudder, and lefthander Norm Charlton.

Save now on select color Macintosh systems.
Now through Januaiy 5,1991, take advantage of special savings when you
buy a Macintosh* Ilsi, Macintosh Ilci, or Macintosh Ilfx computer and an AppleColor'"
High-Resolution RGB Monitor*
Whether you choose the new Macintosh Ilsi, Apple's latest powerful, affordable
system. Or the Macintosh Ilci, known for its high performance and expandability. Or the
maximum-performance Macintosh Ilfx, with its virtually unlimited expandability. You'll
be getting a system of lasting value. Not to mention special savings when you buy your
system with the AppleColor High-Resolution RGB Monitor.
Hurry in today for a closer look at these Macintosh II systems. You'll praise their
value, and we'll compliment you on your choice with special savings. No matter
which system you choose.
For more information
about how to purchase a
Macintosh computer, call
Dave McCoy at 372-7724.
•offogoodOoobct IV 1990 through JamuiyV 1991 Oflo vend wherr prohfcwd by bv
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Falcons on the road in Kentucky Oilers' Campbell,
by Chris Miller
sports writer

If history has anything to do
with it, this meeting may not
be the mismatch it seems to be.
The Falcon basketball team
travels to Bowling Green, Ky.
tonight to play Western Kentucky with a perfect 3-0 record
after a convincing win over
then number five Michigan
State.
The Hilltoppers, on the other
hand, are 0-3.
A cakewalk for the Falcons?
Doubtful.
The Hilltoppers are 0-3, but
they've played all three games
on the road and when it comes
to the season series with BG,
WKU holds a 19-8 advantage.
And when it comes to playing
at home, Western has not been
so good to the Falcons. The
Hilltoppers have compiled a 9-2
mark against BG at home and
have also captured the last
three games ot the series.
The good news for the Falcons is the last time BG played
a Western team was ui the
1978-79 campaign and the
oldest current starting Falcon
would have been 10-years old.
So much for history.
Still, Western is an up-tempo
team that loves to run and
shoot three pointers as often as
possible. BG also looks for the
fastbreak basket and quick
shot to complement its pressing defense.
But the Falcons have done a
better job of running their
offense, so far. BG is averaging just under 100 points a
game, while WKU is scoring at
79 per contest.

Bg Naws/Greg Horvoth
A trio ol Falcons surround Michigan Slate guard Steve Smith In Satur- The Falcons also have fared
day's 98-85 win. Despite tough delensive pressure, Smith scored a better at the defensive end. BG
game-high 29 points. Tonight the team travels to Bowling Green.Ky. to is allowing 77 points a game,
take on Western Kentucky.
while Western is giving up 106.

lO

Both teams feature balanced
scoring. Western has four
starters in double figures and
have had a different leading
scorer in each of its three
contests
Karl Brown, a 6-5 sophomore
forward, leads Western with a
14.3 average, while 6-5 junior
forward Jack Jennings is at 14.
Junior center Scott Boley is
scoring at a 11.5 clip and senior
guard Joe Lightfoot is dropping in 10 per game.
The Falcons feature two
scorers who are averaging
over 20 points a game: senior
forward Joe Moore paces the
Falcons with a 23 point average and guard Clinton Venable
backs that with his 20.3 points
per game. Senior forward
Steve Watson adds 11.7 a
game.
FALCON NOTES - While
BG has managed to keep its
perfect record, Watson's shooting perfection ended midway
through the second half against
Michigan State. The 6-9 forward made his first 14 field
goal attempts of the season before missing a short jumper
against the Spartans. Watson
made all five of his shots
against Heidelberg and Akron
before the 4-5 performance
Saturday.
Venable, though, has managed to stay perfect from the
free throw line. After placing
seventh in the nation last year
with a .884 percentage, Venable has made all 16 of his attempts, including eight-foreight against Michigan State.
The Falcon bench is making
its mark, too. BG reserves
have scored 109 points (compared to 42 by opponent reserves) for the three games
with guard Billy Johnson leading the way with a 11.6 average.

Raiders' Plunkett
top inductees' list

NEW YORK (API - Heisman
Trophy winners Earl Campbell
and Jim Plunkett wore among 11
players and a former coach inducted into the National Football
Foundation's College Hall of
Fame on Tuesday.
Campbell won the 1977 Heisman as a running back at Texas,
while Plunkett captured the 1970
award as quarterback at Stanford.
Others inducted into the Hall of
Fame at the Foundation's annual
awards dinner were Miami fullback Don Bosseler, Northwestern
halfback Ron Burton, William &
Mary fullback Jack Cloud, Penn
State linebacker Jack Ham, Purdue halfback Leroy Keyes, Alabama center Vaughn Mancha,
Duke guard Mike McGee, Washington guard Max Starcevich,

and Indiana center John
Tavener.
Ray Graves, who coached Florida from 1960-69, was inducted
into the Hall in the coach's category.
The foundation also honored its
11 scholar-athletes. Each Qualified for a $10,000 graduate fellowship.
The winners are: John Lavalette of Holy Cross, Greg Frey of
Ohio State, Kevin Donnalley of
North Carolina, Solomon Graves
of LSU, Chris Howard of Air
Force, Kent Keifer of Missouri,
Craig Mahoney of Iowa State, Pat
Tyranee of Nebraska, Lance Pavlas of Texas A&M, Bill Musgrave
of Oregon, and Curtis Lovelace of
Illinois.

Butkus winner announced
BOULDER, Colo. (API —
Colorado linebacker Alfred Williams went from best in the Big
Eight to best in the country in one
season.
On Tuesday, Williams was
named winner of the Butkus Award for his play in No. 1 Colorado's 10-1-1 season. The outside
linebacker had 88 tackles and 12^
sacks.
"It was a surprise to see myself
as the winner with so many great
names and universities on the
list," Williams, a senior from
Houston, said. "I'm accepting
this award with great appreciation for the committee for recognizing me."
Williams edged Illinois' Darrick Brownlow for the award, in
balloting by a panel of sports
journalists and football experts.
Both players received six firstplace votes, but Williams topped
Brownlow 31-28 in points. Players

received three points for a firstplace vote, two for second and
one for third.
Notre Dame's Michael Stonebreaker received the other firstplace vote and finished third with
12 points, followed by Miami's
Maurice Crum with five points
and Clemson's Levon Kirkland
with two.

Attention Nontraditional studenls 25 years ol
age or older' Book scholarships through Ihe
Cormier. Pallisler scholarship fund will be available to qualified nontraditional students lor
Spring Semester, 1991 For an application,
contact Adutt Learner Services. Continuing Education. 3748181 Application deadline Is
December 1 7 1990

DRY DOCK HAPPENINGS:
1 An apology lor all who found Dry Dock
closed early on Sal Dec 3 due to an uncontrolabie situation
? Dry Dock end HSG ,uci clebritino Christmas
eerty Come torn us lor games, contest, and
prtnaann ,.-'•' i. -..i iron s»nt«' Doomaweig
open at 9pm and stay open till 2am. Dry Dock is
located in Harshman Quad and as always. Ad
mission is Free'

Williams, 6-foot-6 and 236
pounds, consistently disrupted
the passing games of most opponents during his four years with
the Buffaloes. He gets another
chance to play for a national
championship when Colorado
meets Notre Dame in the Orange
Bowl.
Williams led the Buffaloes in
sacks for four years and finished
with a school-record 35. He also
forced two fumbles, recovered
one and blocked a kick.
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
ADOPT A GRANDPARENT
Party! Party'
Pizza' Pizza'
This Wcdnosdoy'
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Universal Declaration ot Human Rights
Anniversary write-a-thon
Dec 10 9-3 Union Foyer
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
7:30 309 Mosely
Dec 10
Guest Speaker Dr Timothy Pogoccar
Attention Ad Club Members
* No Meeting Dec 5 '
{Officers Meeting instead in B.A )
Next Meeting Dec 12 ■ McFaii
BGSU SKI CLUB
MANDATORY MEETING FOR ALL MEMBERS
ATTENDING BRECHENRIDGE TRIP FINAL
PAYMENT/ROOMING ASSIGNMENTS WED
DEC5900116BA

SHOPPING SPREE
Catch A Ride To
FRANKLIN PARK MALL
Sunday Dec 9
10 • 2 or 12 ■ 4
Only S3.00 Call to reserve your spot' Call
354-7118 Sponsored by University Y

PERSONAtS
Trovel Unlimited. Inc
"Wei send you anywhere"
IFMDC/NMPC
Invite all Fall pledge classes of 1990
to attend
TOGAMANIA
December 6lh. 8 • 10pm
m N E Commons

STAR HUNT 'BO This Friday. December 8 at
8.00 in North East Commons A Talent Show ol
University Students. Admission
50 with a
canned good $1.00 without a canned good
Sponsored by Minority Affairs ot USG
Take a break from studying!
SCEC is having a Christmas party
with NSSLHA and Friends ot the deal
Sunday 7.00-9.00pm
Room 406 Ed Building
• Refreshments for everyone''
Sunday Dec 9

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING 91
FULLY FURNISHED HOUSE!
»116.75 /MONTH

FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
MEETING WED DEC Stn
8:00pm McFall Assembly
Speakers on stress a motivation
FMA Christmas Party Thurs Dee 6
6.00pm Galleria Pizza a pop'
White Elephant Gilt exchange"

THIS WEEK AT GOOD TYMES
Wed Acoustic w "JAMIE S JOE"
Thurs • ALTERNATIVE STOMP"
(NIN. House. Janes Addiction.
Acid. Ministry, oct |
Frl - "Flgureground" - (Produced by
Tim Butler of the Psychedelic Furs)
Sat-"WAREHOUSE" I'1 psychedelic
bound in Ohio)
HAPPY HOUR PRICES EVERYDAY TILL

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy lasts a supportive services. Confidential BG Pregnancy
Corner Cal354HOPE

Typing. $1 50 per page 354-0371

9:00
It * OVER ALWAYS WELCOME

Alpha Lambda Delta
Holiday Party at 7 30 pm in the International
Lounge, 411 South Hall, on Thursday. Dec 6
Casual dress AM members welcome"

REACH OUT
A new social service organization dedicated to
providing reset to meny disedvanteged indMdu
eta m Bowing Green and Northwest Ohio
Wednesdays. 9 00 PM, 200 Moaley Has A>
Majors Welcome

The BG News
A Finals Week Special Edition
to help you make it through the week
(and to December graduation?)
■ Regular news section update

■ Classified section

ADVERTISING DEADLINES: Display Thursday, Dec. 6, 4p.m.

FMA
Christmas Party
Saturday Dec 8 at 8.00pm
Held at Village Green
Apartments Clubhouse
S5 00

PI SIGMA EPSILON
FORMAL MEETING
Wed .Dec 5at7 30«i ttOBA
SPEAKER: Scott Penyi
Earnest and Julio Goto Wines
PI SIGMA EPSILON

continued on p. 12

■ Tips to help you handle final exams

Female roommate needed 2 bdrm.. washer.
dryer, dishwasher. AC. micro S175/mo Plus
unities Call364-4588

Hey CIRCLE K'ERS:
* Christmas Party and Meeting
Wednesday. 8 00 pm at Mr
Striggow's house
' Meet at the Union at 7.40
• You w« find out who your
Big'Uttlo is tonight!

King Size waterbed with drawers and pcoislal
I l,2yrs ok) S200 354 4265

FRFE SPRING BREAK VACATION IN CANCUN
College tours, tho Nations s largest and most
successful Spring Break Tour Operator needs
enthusiastic Campus Representettves Earn a
Uff trip and cash Nothing 10 buy we provide
everything you need Cell 1-800-395-4896

Monday, December 17,1990

UNDGERGRAO ALUMNI ASSOC.
Get ready for this weekend s action'
Friday. 3 00 pm - Set-up lor FWSK stuffing
Saturday. 9 30 am - FWSK slutting
Monday. 7 00 pm - Holiday Party
All events will take place at Mileti
Come join the lun'

TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rates With Accuracy
CaH352-3987Irom8am to9pm

Drum & Bass player wanted lo form pop rock
band Plan to play much Elton John music' CaH
353-4148

Congratulations on becoming President ot Chi
Omega' I wish you the very best
Love
Greg

354-5293

SERVICES OFFERED
BGSU SKI CLUB
MANDATORY MEETING FOR ALL MEMBERS
ATTENDING BRECHENRIDGE TRIP FINAL
PAYMENT/ROOMING ASSIGNMENTS WED
DEC 6 9 001 I6BA

ELENA PETERS
Adoption • loving financially secure couple desires to adopt while infant Please call collect
Lynn a Harold 1-419-822-9288

Classified Thursday, Dec. 13, 4p.m.

lASmtl*f.\€tf*ij
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Tabloid format, 11,200 copies
at our reqular distribution points.

£

^SVSM^

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI
$4.25
Hours:
Sunday
Mon-'l hurs . . .
Friday

. 12:00-2:00 P.M.
. 11:30-1:30 P.M.
4:30-7:00 P.M.
11:30-1:30 P.M.

Located In «he University Union
Strip Steak Speciol '5 95 advertised in yesterday' * B G news is lor Tuesdays only
Quantum 90 card accepted afier 4:30 (or on-campus students
Quantum BO card accepted all day (or off-campus students

PICK UP YOUR TICKET TODAY FOR HOME FALCON HOCKEY THIS WEEKEND.

continued from p.U
FALCON «A«ETBAIL AT HOME SATUBOATI
V8 BUTLER I 30 • TCKET PICKUP NOW
MAKE rr 3 i A now ■ YOU ARE THE «TH
MAN'

14 woman <Md n Monttaal Dae 8. 198B be
cauee tfiey were femase

Mortar Board
NoraMosley
ntaftfffj lOI I*i^ni'ig
such a successful
Easter Seals party1
jot, aajl rjDMl

Be/oera DwonaaJl waa 22 wnan Marc Lapna
gunned har down for bang famata Remember
Oac. (I
30% of a) murdar victims wara murdarad by
huabanda lovers ovtmende wives 8% wara
mata. 30% wara famafa Stop the violence
Gamma Phi Big Kitty Gamma Phi
Congrats on vour tavaaanng ■ its about time' rh
You'reanawaaoma big1 Lova - M'Amy
QAYILESMAN INFORMATION LINE
If you hava quastion about homoeexuaaty or th
gay community m Northwaat Ohio, cal
352 LAOA (352 52421 from 7 10 pm Mon
days. Wadnaadsys and Fridays Did you know
that 10% of Americans ara homosexual? If you
know Ian people, you probably know someone

Nanny Opportunities - East Coast
Need a breek from school? Be a nanny for
one year, earn great money. Live In a wonderful environment. Must love fcldsll For details:
ArleneH0O-44K42i.
Nontraditional students. 25 years of age or old
er< Book scholarships through the Corrmer'Pefaster scholarship fund w* be avasaole
to qualified nontraditional students for Spring
Semester. 1991 For an application, contact
Adult Learner Services. Continuing Education.
371-818! Application deadline is December
17.1990

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PI PHIS"1
Tammy Weeks Laurie Kucsma
HOME FALCON HOCKEYI
THIS WEEKEND VS NORTH DAKOTA
COME SHOW NO WHAT BO HOCKEY IS
ABOUT i
PICKUP YOUR TICKET NOW!

Professional work experience with coaege
erect! in Washington D C
Don! Miss Out
The WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP
la open to all major s
info Session wed. Dec 5 at
3.45 (n Ohio Room - Union
Cal Cc-opOffice. 372-2451. to RSVP

HOME FALCON BASKETBALL I
SATURDAY t 30 VS BUTLER
MAKE IT THREE IN A ROW
PICKUP YOUR TICKET NOW'

wither. 6 months ot the first assault Cal a friend
Cal a Crisis Una Get out1
i m every 3 g*ta and 1 m every 10 boys w* be
sexuaty abused before they are 16 -uauelyby
.,,,,.,,,,,.
I xx^xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx———.

Ski vi Maine
Sun in Florida E xplore the West
Experience the ADVENTURE OF
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
Gel the facts Friday Dec 7
at 8 45 am in Alumni Room - Union
Cal Co-op Office 372-2451, to RSVP
Don't Delay • Deadline Is approaching

Friday. 3 00 pm - Set-up lor FWSK stufhng
Saturdav 9 30 am ■ FWSK stuffing
Monday. 7 00 pm ■ Holiday Party
Al events wil lake place at Mileti
Come K>m the lun"

Sufy Zoo. Lucy a Co
Cards - Calendars - Wrapping paper • Gifl Bags,
etc Jeans 'N Things 53! Ridge SI

AND

WANTED
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING 91
FULLY FURNISHED HOUSE)
$118.75 / MONTH
354-5293
1 Female nonsmokinQ roommate needed lo
sublease apt for spring semester 352 7071

THE BROTHERS OF
DELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD UKE TO
CONGRATULATE
RODNEY KRAMER AND LISA MILLIAN
ON THEIR RECENT
ENGAGEMENT

THE BROTHERS OF
DELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD LIKE TO
CONORATUALATE
THE MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM
ON THEIR VICTORY OVER MSU
GOOD LUCK THE REST OF
SEASON!

- —^—^^.^—^^—

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Get ready lor this weekends acton*

Summer - Tennl sf Swimmer s ■
m wsiiBaskstbaii. Hockey, etc. Counselors
needed lor lop notch Children's camps In
North East. Musi lova kids! Csll Arlene
l-e00-441-s42e.

PI SIGMA EPSILON
FORMAL MEETING
Wed.Dec 5at7 30in 1I0BA
SPEAKER: Scon Panyi
Earnes! and Juko Gaso Wines
PI SIGMA EPSILON

o«v

Dec 6 Marc Leptne Murdered 14 .nnocent
woman as ha screamed I hate femirnsta Men
ft Women • Together we can stop the violence
"
One th.ro ot all abuse victims wil be battered

Shelley Winter
Congrats on your job
with Wasace' We're
very proud of you1
Love.
Chris A Kim

Lambda CN ■* John Bander •■ Lambda Chi
Happy 2tst birthday You ara finely legal I
hope that you hava a great day Our own ditto
party wa start tlas weekend I love you1

FBI s Manes prove every 6 minuses ■ wonw tn
America «raped The FBI also reports unreporla« tapaa «ouM raviaa mat 10 avary 2 mnulaa a
woman la raped.

The Northwest Or*o Cns>9 bn* rvetos victims ot
abuse Cal 4i 9-782-nOO

SAUDI ARABIA SUPPORT GROUP
Wed Dec 5 • 7 00 pm
Wood County Courthouse
Fourth Floor
Board of Education Office

If MOC NMPC
invite aJ Fes pledge classes of 1990
to attend
TOOAMANtA
December 6th 8- 10pm
mN E Commons

1 Female Non Smoking Roommate needed lor
Spring Semester in Fox Run Apts Call
353-8038
1 Female Roommate needed' Only $120 a
month 6 houses from campus Floats call
354-4546
1 female to lease Village Green Apt
$160'monlh plus elec
Call ASAP"
3548699
1 or 2 fml rmls for Spring Close' 1 50 ( ) utl
354-8364

THE

1 or 2 rmtes needed Spring Semester
$ 160/month and utH Call 354-8894. ask for
Mark or Doug
1A Wanted 1 male to sublease apt for spring
semester Low rent, turnished. cool roommales. 6th & Elm Sis Call Troy at 354-7478
3 guys need roommate $480 4 utilities for entire semester N Enterprise 4 Court St. • Great
locat«ni Call 354-4464 or 372 2603 and ask
lor John

MEN'S ZUBAZ CASUAL KNIT PANT
Worn by Athletes & Weight
Litters- Wild Panls!!

ATTENTION 525 East Merry Apl for subleas
mg of Spring 1991 for 3 or 4 people Cal
354 8363

$

14"

DARE TO BE DIFFERENT!

Cute yellow house 1/2 block from campus
needs a female roommate lor Spring Semester Own bedroom. 2 full baths, only $130 a
month Call ASAP 352 5103

CLOTHING CONCEPTS

Desperately need 2 people to sublease lor
Spring Semester. Call NOW l> get a big discount! 354-6571 Michelle or Teretsa

Present*
A WAREHOUSE SALE

3

c7

F-rmte needed to sublease one bedroom
Village Green Apt
for Spring
Only
$125/month plus electnc Cal 354-8264

Emmxi

COO

MEN'S TEES By BODY
GLOVE * JIMMY Z
Unique Prlnti

1 DAY ONLY!

$999

fttBM

MEN'S TEES
By LE COI
SPORTIF
Special Selection

F GRAO NEEDS F ROOMMATE FOR SPRING
AND SUMMER. OWN ROOM CALL TRACEY
AT 353-8649 BEFORE 11 00 pm

LIMITED EXPRESS
ipfaUaBuaJwr
TOPS-PANTS-SKIRTS-DRESSES &
ASSORTED SPORTSWEAR

$

1
G*
«-*•

LEGGINGS

BUGLE BOY
LONG SLEEVE MOCK TEES

SC99

Ladies Cotton Leggings
Assorted Colors

$rC99
Great Buy!

HEEHaMens

MEN'S COTTON
SWEATERS

HEAVYWEIQH1
SWEATSHIRTS
IM 1 «nn ■ 0

14

S449<

NOW

Heavyweight Shaker Stitch. Sold it 3
Times Ihe Price in Bel* Stores

$A99

College Logos

7

leeeeMtaaM

CO
"O

Female roommate needed for Spring Semester
Cal 352-2555

«c^

°-

0^33

Men's Fila, Vuarnet *
I Prince

ACTIVEWEAR
$

NOW

9"

Men's Quality

HEAVYWEIGHT
SWEATPANTS
byJANSPORT- $TP99

Female roommate needed spring semester
$100/month 4 utilities-great location
353-4056

o

OVERSIZED SWEATS I TEES

$999

Oco

m5
33

I"

Female Roommate needed to sublease apt
close to campus lor Spring '91 For more info
call Barb at 353-5270
Female roommate needed for Spring Two
bdrm . AC, paid heat, furnished apt Call Kris
372-3633. Leave message
Female roommate needed for spring '91 Close
to campus and cheap. 120'mo. Call Colleen at
353-7407.
Female Roommate needed for Spring 91.
Two bedroom. Two bath, very large
$600 for semester plus utilities
Cal 354-6939 or 352-4057
Female subleaser needed Spr 91 2nd St
$l25/molutil included) 354-5996 • Marie

Merys

CHAMPION TURTLENECKS
All Cotton Quality

Female roommate needed IMMEDIATELY 2
bedroom apl close to campus Only $145 a
month plus electric- NEGOTIABLE1 One FREE
month renf'Please call Dawn at 288-2744 or
454-2711 leave message).

o
-o

CO

Ladies
Padded Shoulders/Big Pockets

Female rmte needed for spring semester Rent
$143 00 per month Close to campus (Second St ) Cal Anytime - 353-3679

Female roommato needed Nice two bedroom
apt. own room, excellent location, reasonable
renl Call or leave message 352-5600

$

5"- 12"

Men's

Female needed for Spring '91
No deposit First month rent free Neg close to
campus Call Stef 354-9745

£ JM Q Q

Special Selection *

Fm Subleaser Jan '91 house next to Polyeyes
424 Court St. Own bdrm 2 bath. 2 kit . laundry
lac 160/mo Cal353-4754
Help' Female roomate needed quickly! Great
aptmt.. own room • 153'mo Cal Karen immediately day or night 354-7519
Roommate needed, non-smoking, non-drinking
Call 352-0138 4 leave message

HELP1 I'm graduating tn Dec and need a female
to sublease f*ce apartment Ctoaa to campus
Rent reasonable Elec only GREAT roommates'Call 354 8653
■
■■
■
, ,,
*** VOU' H vou »• « '•m-e ■«* *• ***"?
for a place to We 'or spring semester 1 991
ttian give ma cal (216)682-6179 ask lor Deb.
Male needed for spring semester to Bublaaes
furnished apt on Thrusttn Free Cable with
Cinema* and own room Cal 353-5874
Mrtjfoomrt* needed 'or spring smMr
Apartment close lo campus. fuly furnished Cal
354"8778

■
;
Need 1 or 2 people to sublease a large eft.
c*"^ ^P^ «*'<*
Amy at 3532795

Somme

'

^

Bf

Van

v

One housemate needed for Spring Sem Own
room • furnished, great location, good times
L^, reo. . $550 for whole sem Cal Todd
354-3104
Roommate needed to sublease apl tor Spring
semester Cheap renl Close to campus. Heat
paid Cal Scott 352-4024
Roommate needed to share large apartment
Spring semester Big room, lots ot space, 2
baths Rent negotiable beyond befcel' Cal
354-6550
WANTED • Male/Female Rmte . Second A Elm.
$165 mo CaH 352-4545 leave message
Wanted: 1 Female roomie for spring semester
2 bedroom apt w/ lots ot space 2 full baths
Fun atmosphere1" For more info
call
352-4420
Wanted. Rmmt for Sp Close to campus
$125/mo Cal 352 8445

A Holiday gift for someone you love? Ladies 14
Karat gold nerrtngbone criem 7 5 mm wide, 17
h. long and weighs 27 5 grams Appraised at
$650. wil seH for $350 372-7357 or

3533759
Boa Constrictor 3 172 feet long w/cage and
hoi rock. $125.00 Need cash fast. Call Fred
182-4008.
CHRISTMAS IS HERE
R4R Destnbutkng has received a shipment! Assortment of ttakan Gold NecMacea and
Bracelets No reasonable otter refused!' Perlect tor that special someone1 354-4522
Desk w.ttuor kght $30. or 2 cs of Miser G D

353-6034

^____

FOR SALE 84 Honda Accord 3 dr . 5sp. Exc
Cond . AM-FM Cass. Sunroof ALSO Rtooh
35mm Camera 4 35 - 70 Lens 4 Bag 4 Flash
Auto Manual operation CALL 354-8792 Ask
tor Jerf
For Sale Oak stand w' drawer in excellent
condition $30. Dorm Refrigerator m exceieni
condition $50 Must sell' Cal Brlgitte at
372-6345

^____

Hardtop For Jeep CJ- 7 used 1 winter
Cost $ 1500 New Sel for 1000 00
Call or Leave Message 832-0371 Eric
Prince tennis racquet $115
Adj Desk chair $65
Stereo Amp 7 Pre-amp $375
Canon T-70 Camera $175
John 352 3329
Round trip airline ticket to anywhere in continental US good any day now thru March 17.
1991 Best offer 352-8420
83 GLC Mazda, excel gas mi 354-2500

HELP WANTED
FOR RENT
MCDONALDS
HOST/HOSTESS
We're looking for friendly, outgoing
people to 1 il this position
Apply any tune at 1470 E Wooster St
Bowling Green. Ohio

5 Overweight men 4 women needed Must be
25 .bs. or more overweight We are looking lor
overweight men 4 women to participate in our
weight toss program for adv purposes. It you
qualify you wil be specially monitored throughout your weight toss until you have reached
your goal weight Your after picutre will then be
considered for submission to our corporated
adv dept for possible use in promtion. Those
who participate m this special program will
receive a significant discount oft the regular
program price Cal Formu 3 Weight Loss
Center 354-4500
ALASKA NOW HIRING
Logging, const. fishing, nursing, teachers, etc
Up to $7,000 mth. CALL NOW"
206-746-7544 exl A-448
Earn Money watching TV!
Incredible Method. Amazing recording
reveals details. 708-515-3926. dept. BG 7
Hiring delivery personnel Apply 2-5 Mon.-Frt.
at DiBenedettos 1432E Wooster
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer.
Yr round. All Countries All fields Free Info.
Write UC. PO Bx 52-OH03. Corona Del Mar.
CA 92625

1 4 2 bedroom apts
Immediate Occupancy

352-7454 or 823-7555
94 12 month leases/ semester leases
1 and 2 Bdrm Apts Available for
Immediate Occupancy
RE MANAGEMENT
113 RAILROAD STREET
(Next to Kinko's)
352-9302
1 Bdrm apt tor sublease in Spring $360 includ util 228 S. Coaege Dnve Contact
Eugene 353-9358
1 bdrm etfic apt $250/mo plus utH CaH
354 8800 after 1 pm
1 bedroom apt to sublease $200 4 1/6 of
util Call 354-2492 at 128 S Summit. BG
1 br.. tuH bath, all wooden floors Close to campus - very nice, quiet location Cal 352-6701
or 352-1373. ask for Usa
1 or 2 people needed to sublease (urn. 1 bdrm
apt Great location • 1 block from downtown. 5
mm walk to campus No utilities Available immediately Cal ccaect 513-465-5547 ask lor
Ann.
1 or 2 roommates needed for Spring Semester
Large Apartment, very close to campus
$150fT.onth. negotiable; ask tor Ed

(354-9729)
2 bedroom apartment for sublease spring semester 2 blocks from campus 352-3464.
Apartment lor Rent
Call 473-2099, plassafrave manage

SEMESTER BREAK OPENINGS
Vector Marketing Corp has a special 2-5 week
work program Can stay on permanently $7 15
starting pay rate All majors should apply Must
interview now - start after finals Transportation
required Cal 38 2 • 1060

Female Subleaser needed for Spring Sam.
$200 ' month, no utilities, furnished, own
room. 1 block from campus Cal 354-8676

atla* who loves children to care for 2 girls. 1 4
3 starting in January. Mon -Fri 8-12 Need to
provide your own transportation to my BG
home. Hours flexible Share the days with a
friend 352-1572 after 12 30

Houses 4 Apartments ■ Close to Campus
For summer 1991 4 1991-92 school year
1-267-3341

Wanted Subleaser
Spring 91 Haven House $163 month
Contact Tereca 353-9624

FOR SALE
• • * * CAR FOR SALE
1985 Chevy Cavalier Hatchback
Excellent condition, good gas mileage
A/C, cruise, 5-speed. $3500 OBO
Call Dave ©354-7749 Mustsel"
197/ Buick Special V 6 $600 CHI 353 8V36
1985 Escort $1500 good condition. Day
372-7724 or eve 669-2999 ask for Dave
1986 ESCORT GT • very good condition. very
rekable. 65.000 miles $3300 OBO Cal
372-5440 Ask for GH
2G hexagon Aquarium negotiable
353-8038

Furn. ■ Effic. - Util - Furn
Evers - 669-3036

Except Elec - E

Houses, efficiency. 2 bedroom 4 3 bedroom
apts available for 91 and '92 school year
Stove Smith 352-8917.
Need someone to sublet a very spacious, 1-2
person, downtown apartment. $285 month.
free electric, water, and sewage available
December 24. 354-4697
Need to sublet nice apartment Available after
Christmas North Main St across from Tuxedo
Junction 1 Bedroom Rent negotiable Bryan
353-44 70
One bedroom, very nice. ac. dishwaher.
available Dec B 354-5257
PREFERRED PROPERTIES
1991 Spring leases now available
Efficiency. 1 bedroom or 2 bedroom
Cal 352-9378
or stop in our office located at
835 High Street

Courtney

82 Pontiac Grand Prix
Loaded, excellent inside and out
No rust, two tone. $1650 353-8877

Subleasing apt 2 bedroom. 1 bath for Spring
Semester Heat included. $400 per month 4
security deposit Cal 354-5998
Two bdrm. apt. Stove, refrigerator, utilities included $385 a month Cal and leave a message 354-6986

